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This environmental and social impact assessment is a document of the borrower. The views 
expressed herein do not necessarily represent those of ADB's Board of Directors, Management, 
or staff, and may be preliminary in nature. Your attention is directed to the “terms of use” section 
on ADB’s website. 
 
In preparing any country program or strategy, financing any project, or by making any designation 
of or reference to a particular territory or geographic area in this document, the Asian 
Development Bank does not intend to make any judgments as to the legal or other status of any 
territory or area. 
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Name of Act or 
regulation 

Implication for the Project 

Land and Titles Act 

The Land and Titles Act establishes the procedure for the registration 
and acquisition of customary land.  

The Project’s Core Land was acquired through the compulsorily 
acquisition process set out in Division 2b Part V of the Act. The 
acquisition included all of the customary land needed for the 
construction and operation of the project including part of the access 
road. 

The process used was a ‘compulsory’ process under the legislationb 
with acquisition contingent on first obtaining the consent of all 
identified landowning tribes. This consent was obtained through the 
negotiation of a written ‘process agreement’. 

The Land and Titles Act also establishes the procedure for the 
subdivision and voluntary sale of registered landb relevant to the 
Project’s acquisition of the registered land required for the access 
road and transmission line corridors. 

The Lands and Titles Act also made provision for preservation orders 
to be applied to land of “historicb architecturalb traditionalb artisticb 
archaeologicalb botanical or religious interest”b and permits the 
establishment of nature reserves.  

Customary Land 
R ecords Act 

The Act provides a process for the formal identification and recording 
of customary land ownership and boundaries. 

Although the C ustomary Land R ecords Act is technically in forceb the 
administrative bodies required to administer the Act have not been 
established. The Act has been piloted informally but never technically 
used. 

For this reasonb the Project cannot make use of the Act. Howeverb an 
informal process for recording customary land was undertaken by a 
land identification committee. The provisions of the Land and Titles 
Act were used to formally register the land required for the Project. 
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Name of Act or 
regulation 

Implication for the Project 

Mines and Minerals 
Act 

The Act sets out procedures the licence prospecting forb and the 
extraction ofb minerals. 

The Act will be relevant to the extraction of building materials from the 
site for use in project construction.  

The Act requires that the extraction of gravel for use as a building 
material must have a “Building Materials Permit” (BMP). The BMP is 
not transferable and royalties must be paid at the prescribed rate per 
cubic meter for all building materials extracted. Howeverb similar to 
many of the laws in the S olomon Islandsb the Minister can issue an 
exemption to the building materials permit: building materials for 
building or road construction for the personal use of the landowner or 
occupierb or for sale not exceeding a prescribed amountb may be 
mined without a “Building Materials Permit". The extraction of 
materials for the TR HDP could require seeking an appropriate permit 
from MME R E  for quarry development to occur. Howeverb the Minister 
has powers to issue exemptions where a national projectb such as 
TR HDPb is involved. 

National Parks 
1954 

The Minister can make a proclamation declaring certain areas to be 
a National Park and purchase or acquire any land for such purpose.  

This Act is outdated and lacks provisions to empower customary 
landowners to make decisions about their resources. In practiceb the 
Act has been replaced by the Protected Areas Act although not 
formally repealed.  
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Name of Act or 
regulation 

Implication for the Project 

Protected Areas Act 
2010 

The Act sets out the process for landowners to formally protect their 
land. Once protectedb land cannot be used for commercial logging or 
miningb and other uses of the land will be subject to the terms of the 
management plan established for the land.  

For an area to become a Protected Area (PA)b a community or 
organization shall prepare an application to the Director of 
Environment for their site to be declared. The application shall include 
a PA management plan and scientific studies to show that the areas 
is of significance to biological diversity and to the community in terms 
of natural resources. The application will also include an estimated 
budget for the PAb and evidence of agreement by all customary 
landownersb as well as a map showing the boundary and size of the 
site. The directorb upon receiving the applicationb will review the 
application and make recommendations to the Minister. The Minister 
shall consider whether: 

(a) Conservation objectives of the proposed PA are identified and are 
in accordance with sound conservation practices; 

(b) Boundaries of the area are accurately identifiedb or otherwise 
demarcated and surveyed; 

(c) Consent and approval are obtained from persons having rights or 
interests in the area; 

(d) Appropriate conservationb protection or management plan is 
developed for the areab to ensure that the conservation objectives of 
the protected area will be achieved. 

The Protected Areas Committee has been established and the 
country’s first Protected Area was declared in 2016. 
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Name of Act or 
regulation 

Implication for the Project 

Provincial 
Government Act 
1997 

Schedule 3 of the Provincial Government Act 1997 provides a list of 
activities for which the provinces have responsibilityb and have the 
power to pass ordinances; 

 Trade and Industry c Local licensing of professionsb trades and 
businessesb local marketing. 

 Cultural and Environment Matters c Protection of wildlifeb coastal 
and lagoon shippingb 

 Agriculture and F ishing c Protectionb improvement and 
maintenance of freshcwater and reef fisheries. 

 Land and Land Use c C odification and amendment of existing 
customary law about land. R egistration of customary rights in 
respect of land including customary fishing rights. Physical 
planning except within a local planning area 

 Local Matters c Waste disposal 

 R ivers and Water c Control and use of river watersb pollution of 
water 

 Corporate or S tatutory Bodies c E stablishment of corporate or 
statutory bodies for provincial services including economic 
activity. (Provincial services include "Conservation of the 
E nvironment" and "F ishing"). 

The Guadalcanal Province Wildlife Management Area Ordinance 
1990 (GPWMAO) applies to the protection of wildlife. This ordinance 
applies to TR HDP to ensure that wildlife impacts are understood.  

Other requirements include a business license during construction 
and approval under the provincial Town and Country Planning Board. 

R iver Waters Act 
1964 

The R iver Waters Act 1964 states that it is an offence to interfere with 
a riverb except in accordance with the terms and conditions of a 
permit. 

The Act applies to the section of the river called Ngalibiu (referred to 
as part of the Ngalimbiu R iver). A permit willb thereforeb be sought 
from the Minister for MME R E  before constructions works proceed.  

The process for applying for a permit involves submitting details of 
the proposed construction and diversion that will occurb including 
maps of the location in which construction will occur. The conditions 
for issuing a permit include a study of the current use of the river and 
the potential impact of the proposed interference on the river. In 
granting any permitb the Minister shall have regard to the existing use 
of water and shall safeguard such existing use of water as far as it 
appears to be practicable and consistent with the provisions and 
purposes of this Act. A practical application would be to submit the 
ES IA and proposed development plan for a permit to be issued. The 
law does not provide a timeframe for the permit to be issued. 
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Name of Act or 
regulation 

Implication for the Project 

R iver Waters 
Ordinance 1969 

Provides measures for watershed control in relation to rivers and 
regulates the use of designated river water through permit 
applications. 

Public Health 
Ordinance 1970 

This Ordinance authorises inspections to be conducted for the 
regulation of water pollution. 

S olomon Islands 
Water Authority Act 
1992 

The S olomon Islands Water Authority (S IWA) is established under 
this Act and is currently charged with providing the proper 
management and development of urban water resources and 
servicesb and sewerage services in the Solomon Islands. 

S afety at Work Act 
1982 

The legislation codifies the duties of employers to their employees 
and others responsible for ensuring the safety of workers in various 
work environmentsb in particularb safety of workers in dangerous and 
risky conditions. It provides for the civil and criminal liability of 
employers who are negligent regarding the safety of their workers. 

Town and C ountry 
Planning Act 1980 

The Act requires developments on registered land to obtain planning 
consent from the relevant provincial Town and Country Planning 
Board. 

The Guadalcanal Board has recently been recestablished.  

The TR HDP will require consent under this Act. 

Wild Birds 
Protection Act 1914 

This Act was repealed by the Wildlife Protection and Management 
Act. 

Wildlife Protection 
and Management 
Act 1998 

The legislation primarily protects wildlife by limiting the import of 
potentially harmful speciesb preventing the export of listed protected 
species and requiring a permit (for scientific research) for others. 
Schedule I lists the species that are prohibited to exportb and 
Schedule II lists the regulated and controlled species for which a valid 
permit to export such specimen is required. 

The Act also empowers the Minister to make an order to approve a 
management programme which can include measures for the 
breeding or study of certain speciesb and the setting aside of reserved 
areas for their protection. There are no known orders currently in 
place.  
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Name of Act or 
regulation 

Implication for the Project 

E nvironmental 
Health Act 1980 
and Environmental 
Health (Public 
Health Act 1970) 
R egulations 

In the case of the TR HDPb the Guadalcanal provincial health authority 
has a duty to take necessary and reasonably practicable measures 
to enforce the law and request thatb at all timeb the Project site be in 
a clean and sanitary condition. 

E lectricity Act 

The E lectricity Act sets out in very wide terms the functions and duties 
of the S olomon Islands E lectricity Authority (S IE A). The S IE A (trading 
as S olomon Power) is generally in charge of all matters related to 
electricity production and transmission/distribution in S olomon 
Islandsb including ensuring standards of safetyb efficiency and 
economy. It also advises the Government on matters related to 
electricity and can make recommendations as to regulatory 
instruments. 

R elevant to the Projectb the E lectricity Act empowers S IE A to enter 
into contracts for the purposes of signing the Power Purchase 
Agreement. The Act also establishes a licencing regime for an 
electricity producer and the developer will require a licence under this 
Act. 

Guadalcanal 
Historic Places 
Ordinance 1985 

This Ordinance provides a means of legally protecting sacredb 
traditional and archaeological sites. No such sites are present in the 
Project study areas. 

 INTE RNATIONAL  E NVIR ONMENTAL AND S OCIAL 

TR E ATIE S  
Table 3c5 presents and describes international environmental and social treaties signed and 
ratified by the Solomon Islandsb and the relationship between the Project and these treaties is 
analysed.  

Table 3c4 Treaties observed by the S olomon Islands 

Multilateral 
E nvironment 
Agreement  

S tatus  Purpose/Aim  
Agency 
R esponsible  

R elevance to 
TR HDP 

R egional Multilateral E nvironment Agreements 

Pollution 
Protocol for 
Dumping  

R atified 
10/9/98  

Prevention of pollution of 
the S outh Pacific region 
by dumping.  

Marine 
Div/MEC DM 

NA  
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Multilateral 
E nvironment 
Agreement  

S tatus  Purpose/Aim  
Agency 
R esponsible  

R elevance to 
TR HDP 

Pollution 
Protocol for 
E mergencies  

R atified 
10/9/98  

Cooperation in 
combating pollution 
emergencies in the S outh 
Pacific region.  

Marine 
Div/MEC DM 

Project: National 
Pollution 
Prevention Plan  

NA 

Natural 
R esources & 
E nvironment 
of S outh 
Pacific 
R egion 
(SPR E P 
Convention)  

R atified 
10/9/98  

Protection of natural 
resources and 
environment of the S outh 
Pacific R egion in terms of 
management and 
development of the 
marine and coastal 
environment in the S outh 
Pacific R egion.  

ME CDM 

This is relevant for 
the Project and the 
E S IA should address 
the related issues. 
This a pacific 
agreement for the 
management of 
natural resources 
and biodiversity  

Waigani 
Convention 
on Hazardous 
& R adioactive 
Wastes 1995  

R atified 
7/10/1998  

Bans the importation of 
hazardous and 
radioactive wastes into 
Forum Island countries 
and to control the transc
boundary movement and 
management of 
hazardous wastes within 
the S outh Pacific region.  

ME CDM 

Any import of 
hazardous material 
will require permits 
to be issued by 
ME CDM. This is a 
regional version of 
the Basel 
Convention. 

International Multilateral E nvironment Agreements 

Chemicalsb Wastes and Pollution 

Liability for Oil 
Pollution 
Damage  

R atified  

S trict liability of ship 
owner for pollution 
damage to a coastal 
state within a certain 
amount.  

Marine Div  NA 

Marine 
Pollution 
Convention 
(London) 

  

R atified  
Prevention of marine 
pollution by dumping of 
wastes and other matter.  

ME CDM/Foreign 
Affairs  

NA 

United 
Nations 
Convention to 
Combat 
Desertification 
(UNCCD)  

Acceded 
16/4/1999  

Agreement to combat 
desertification and 
mitigate the effects of 
drought in countries 
experiencing drought or 
desertification.  

 MAL/ME CDM 

Project: National 
Action Plan on 
Land 
Degradation and 
Drought  

NA 
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Multilateral 
E nvironment 
Agreement  

S tatus  Purpose/Aim  
Agency 
R esponsible  

R elevance to 
TR HDP 

POPs 
Convention 
(S tockholm)  

Acceded 
28.7/2004  

Protection of human 
health and environment 
from persistent organic 
pollutants (POPs).  

ME CDM/E nviron
mental Health 
Div.  

Project: National 
Implementation 
Plan  

NA as no POP 
chemicals will be 
used during 
construction. 

Biodiversity  

C ITE S   

Instrument 
of 
ratification 
being 
prepared  

R egulations and 
restriction of trade in wild 
animals and plants 
through a certification 
system of imports and 
exports.  

ME CDM 

Unlikely to be 
applicable as applies 
to import or export of 
relevant species 

World 
Heritage 
Convention 
(UNE S CO)  

Acceded 
10/6/1992  

Protection of sites of 
Outstanding Universal 
Values. Solomon Islands 
currently has E ast 
R ennell Island as a 
World Heritage site.20 Mt. 
Popomanaseu is on the 
Tentative list of the 
UNE S CO 

National 
Museum/ 

ME CDM 

NAb howeverb Mount 
Popomanaseu is at 
the upper reaches of 
the Tina C atchment  

UN 
Convention 
on Biological 
Diversity 
(UNCBD)  

R atified 
3/10/1995  

Conserve biological 
diversity through the 
sustainable use of its 
components and the fair 
and equitable sharing of 
the benefits arising out of 
utilizing genetic 
resources.  

ME CDM 

Project: NCS A;  

National 
Biodiversity 
S trategy and 
Action Plan;  

International 
Waters 
Program; 3rd 
National R eport  

R elevant since the 
E S IA also aims at 
protecting species 

Cartegena 
Protocol to the 
UNCBD 

 Acceded – 
26/10/2004 

 

Protection of human 
health and the genetic 
diversity.21  

ME CDM NA 

                                                      
20 World Heritage Convention 

21 artegena Protocol to the UNC BD 
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Multilateral 
E nvironment 
Agreement  

S tatus  Purpose/Aim  
Agency 
R esponsible  

R elevance to 
TR HDP 

Coral Triangle 
Initiative (CTI) 
Agreement  

 

Protection and 
conservation of marine 
resources within the coral 
triangle region. 

 NA  

Cultural and Natural Heritage 

World Cultural 
and Natural 
Heritage 
Convention  

Acceded in 
1992 

Protection and 
management of cultural 
and natural heritage 

National 
Museum under  
the Ministry of 
Home Affairs 

Applicable since 
cultural heritage is 
valued by local 
communities 

C limate Change R elated 

United 
Nations 
F ramework 
Convention 
on C limate 
Change 
(UNFCCC) 

R atified – 
28/12/1994 

 

Set an overall framework 
for intergovernmental 
efforts to tackle the 
challenges posed by 
climate change.  

ME CDM 

This is relevant since 
the Project will 
reduce the use of 
fossil fuel for 
electricity 
production. 

Kyoto 
Protocol  

R atified – 
13/03/2003 

R educe greenhouse 
gases especially carbon 
dioxide for the 39 
industrial/ developed 
countries by an average 
pf 5.2% by 2012. 

ME CDM 

NAc emissions from 
the construction of 
the Project are 
limited in time 

Montreal 
Protocol 

Acceded c
17/06/1993 

Allows phase out of 
substances that deplete 
the ozone layer 
according to a fixed 
schedule.  

E nergy Division NA 

Vienna 
Convention 
for the 
Protection of 
the Ozone 
Layer 

Acceded – 
17/06/1993 

 

cProtection of the ozone 
layer through 
intergovernmental 
cooperation on research.  

cobservation of ozone 
layer 

c monitoring of CFC  

 NA 

 WOR LD BANK  GR OUP R E QUIR E MENTS   
To dateb the World Bank has provided significant project funds to the Project. The Bank has 
also proposed that it may provide a partial risk guaranteeb as well as concessional and grant 
financingb towards construction costs. Thereforeb the Project must comply with several social 
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and environmental principles. These principles are reflected in the WB Operational Policiesb 
and the WB Performance S tandards.  

The WB Operational Policies apply to public sector projects and will apply to the land 
acquisition and livelihood restoration undertaken by the S IG. 

The eight Performance S tandardsb initially developed by the IFC  in 2006 and amended in 
2012b were adopted by the World Bank in 2013 as the World Bank Performance S tandards 
for Projects S upported by the Private S ector (“WB Performance S tandards”). They are to be 
applied where the Bank provides support for projects (or components thereof) that are 
designedb ownedb constructed and/or operated by a Private E ntityb in lieu of the World Bank’s 
Operational Policies. The developerb the Special Purpose Company (S PC) managed by Kc
Water as a private sector entityb will abide by WB Performance S tandardsb all of whichb 
except for PS 5 on land acquisition and resettlementb apply to the dam and power plant. 

The following sections identify the World Bank Operational Policies and World Bank 
Performance S tandards that will apply to the Project. 

The developer/contractor will be responsible for developing an environmental and social 
management system (E S MS) and for identifyingb assessing and managing environmental and 
social risks and impacts associated with the Private S ector Activityb all in accordance with the 
WB Performance S tandards.  

 WB Operational Policies  

While a private sector agent is taking the lead role in management of environmental and most 
social impactsb TR HDPcPOb within MME R E b retains the responsibility for land acquisitionb 
livelihood restorationb and benefit sharingb all of which have particular significance to 
indigenous communities.  

World Bank OP 4.12 and OP 4.10 thus apply as safeguards relating to Indigenous Peoples 
(IP) that are managed in the land acquisition plan (LALR P). WB PS  7 is applicable to the dam 
and power plant because the Developer must abide by any IPcrelated mitigationb monitoringb 
hiringb community engagementb etc. all of which involve IPs. 

It is proposed that S olomon Power will construct the transmission line between the 
powerhouse / switchyard and the main tiecin point at Lungga Generating S tation for which WB 
Operational Policies will apply. S olomon Power as a state owned enterprise is classified as a 
public sector agency according to OP 4.03 criteria.   

The access roadb between the Black Post turnoff and Mengakikib will be upgraded by the 
Ministry of Minesb E nergy and Rural E lectrification (MME R E )b in part using funding provided 
by Australian DF AT for which WB Operational Policies will apply. 

 Applicable Operational Policies 

Those components of the Project relating to the transmission line and the access road to 
Mengakiki will be undertaken in accordance with the following applicable World Bank 
E nvironmental and S ocial S afeguard Policies: 

 OP4.01 – E nvironmental Assessment 
 OP4.04 – Natural Habitats 
 OP4.36 – Forests 
 OP4.10 – Indigenous Peoples 
 OP4.11 – Physical Cultural R esources 
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OP 4.01: E nvironmental Assessment 

OP 4.01 (E nvironment Assessment) sets out the general policies and principles for 
environmental and social protection and requirements for assessment of impacts and 
implementation plans and measures to mitigate or manage impacts. 

OP 4.01 requires that an assessment evaluate a project's potential environmental risks and 
impacts in its area of influence; examine project alternatives; identify ways of improving 
project selectionb sitingb planningb designb and implementation by preventingb minimizingb 
mitigatingb or compensating for adverse environmental impacts and enhancing positive 
impacts; and include the process of mitigating and managing adverse environmental impacts 
throughout project implementation.  

The requirements of OP 4.01 for the access road are addressed as part of this E S IA. 

OP 4.04: Natural Habitats  

OP 4.04 supports the protectionb maintenanceb and rehabilitation of natural habitatsb and a 
precautionary approach to natural resource management. It provides that the Bank does not 
support projects that involve the significant conversion or degradation of critical natural 
habitats unless there are no feasible alternatives for the project and its sitingb and 
comprehensive analysis demonstrates that overall benefits from the project substantially 
outweigh the environmental costs. 

The requirements of OP 4.04 for the access road and transmission line are incorporated into 
this E S IA. No critical natural habitats are identified as affected by the access road. 

OP4.10: Indigenous Peoples  

OP 4.10 Indigenous Peoples (Amended 2013) is triggered where a project affects Indigenous 
Peoples. The vast majority of the people benefiting from and affected by the Project are 
assessed to be Indigenous Peoples. The Policy will apply to the S IG’s acquisition of land for 
the Projectb as well as the S IG’s upgrade and construction of the access road and S olomon 
Power’s construction of the transmission line. The Policy requires that S IG engage in freeb 
prior and informed consultation resulting in broad community support. It also requires that S IG 
avoid potentially adverse effects on Indigenous People and where avoidance is not feasibleb 
minimizeb mitigate or compensate such effects. Compensation and benefits must be culturally 
appropriate and gender and intercgenerationally inclusive.  

C lause 12 of the Policy indicates that “when Indigenous Peoples are the sole or the 
overwhelming majority of direct project beneficiariesb the elements of an Indigenous Peoples 
Plan (IPP) should be included in the overall project designb and a separate IPP is not 
required.” Based on this clauseb since the vast majority of citizens of the S olomon Islands are 
members of one or more Indigenous Peoplesb and the entirety of the communities in the 
project Area of Influence are comprised of members of one or more Indigenous Peoples. 
R atherb the S ocial Impact Assessment prepared for the whole projectb as part of the overall 
E S IAb fulfills the needs of what would otherwise be an IPPb and the project design fully 
accounts for the interest of Indigenous Peoples within the projectcaffected area. Measures to 
minimizeb mitigate and compensate for land acquisition impactsb and the S IG’s process of 
freeb prior and informed consentb are set out in the Land Acquisition and Livelihood 
R estoration Plan.  

OP4.12: Involuntary R esettlement 
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The World Bank’s policy on involuntary resettlement “is triggered” in situations involving 
involuntary taking of land and involuntary restrictions of access to legally designated parks 
and protected areas. The policy aims to avoid involuntary resettlement to the extent feasibleb 
or to minimize and mitigate its adverse social and economic impacts. The policy prescribes 
compensation and other resettlement measures to achieve its objectives and requires that 
borrowers prepare adequate resettlement planning instruments prior to Bank appraisal of 
proposed projects (World Bankb 2014). 

In the case of the TR HDP as it is currently conceivedb the Policy is triggered because:  

 the proposed project will require the taking of customarily owned land for the dam siteb hydro 
storage reservoirb power stationb access roadsb quarries and borrow sitesb and for power 
transmission infrastructureb and;  

 the taking of such land implies a loss of assets for someb and/or a loss of income sources 
or means of livelihood. 

It is not anticipated that the construction or operation of the TR HDP will result in the loss of 
residence or shelter of any members of local communities or require any of them to move to 
another location. While there have been calls during community consultations by some 
people for their villages to relocateb the project is being designed to avoid relocating and 
resettling any existing households or communities andb accordinglyb will not require any 
relocations for it to proceed safely.  

Avoidance of displacement is consistent with the Bank’s polices on the protection of 
indigenous peoples; neverthelessb compliance with OP 4.12 requires the preparation of a 
R esettlement Action Plan or a Livelihood R estoration Plan for loss of livelihood. 

This plan has been prepared as a separate documentb the Land Acquisition and Livelihood 
R estoration Plan. As the S IG is responsible for land acquisitionb the plan is prepared with 
respect to World Bank OP 4.12. 

 OP4.37: Dam S afety 

WB Performance S tandard 4 will apply to the Project with respect to dam safety. Howeverb 
OP 4.37 has been used to guide the actions necessary for Performance S tandard 
compliance. 

The World Bank’s policy on dam safety “is triggered” when the construction of a new dam is 
proposed. The policy prescribes that the dam be designed and its construction supervised by 
experienced and competent professionals. It also requires that project adopt and implement 
certain dam safety measures for the designb bid tenderingb constructionb operationb and 
maintenance of the dam and associated works. (World Bankb 2013). 

If TR HDP were a Government projectb the Policy would be triggered because the proposed 
TR HDP dam at a height of 53m qualifies as a large (>15m high) dam. 

Under the Policy the project proponent is required to engage technical specialists to 
investigate the site and design the damb supervise new or remedial constructionb advise on 
initial reservoir filling and startcup operationsb and perform inspections and safety 
assessments. The qualifications of the professionals (e.g.b engineersb geologistsb or 
hydrologists) employed by the borrower must be adequate to the complexity of the particular 
dam. 

Project information relevant to dam safetyb including: cost estimates; construction schedules; 
procurement procedures; technical assistance arrangements; environmental assessments; 
plans for construction supervision and quality assuranceb instrumentationb operation and 
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maintenanceb and emergency preparedness are to be preparedb along with any other action 
plans relating to dam safety.  

 WB Performance S tandards 

WB Performance S tandards (PS ) will guide all actions and activities of the Project from 
design and construction through operations and maintenanceb to decommissioning and 
rehabilitation / restoration of the site. The PS  will guide the Project to identify impacts and to 
avoidb mitigate and manage them in an environmentally and socially acceptable way. 

The term “client” is used throughout the Performance S tandards broadly to refer to the party 
responsible for implementing and operating the Project that is being financedb or the recipient 
of the financingb depending on the project structure and type of financing. In the case of 
TR HDPb the client is the developer of TR HDP. 

The term “consultant” refers to the company that is responsible for preparing the E S IA. 

TR HDP has delegated the consultant to prepare the E S IA to describe the baseline 
environmental and social conditionsb identify impactsb and propose mitigation measures in 
accordance with nationalb World Bank and other IF I standards.  

The following subcsections present the WB PS  that apply to the E S IA and highlight what 
needs to be implemented to comply with the PS . 

 Performance S tandard 1: Assessment and Management of 
E nvironmental and S ocial R isks and Impacts 

The requirements of PS 1 are presented in Table 3c6 

Table 3c5 PS  1 requirements 

# R equirements 
How will the Project implementation 
process comply with requirements 

R .1 

To conduct a process of E nvironmental 
and S ocial Impact Assessment (ES IA) 
and maintain an effective E nvironmental 
and S ocial Management S ystem 
(E S MS). 

This E S IA includes an E nvironmental and 
S ocial Management Plan  

R .2 

The client will establish an overarching 
policy defining the environmental and 
social objectives and principles that 
guide the project to achieve sound 
environmental and social performance 

The client will implement such policy 
based on the E S IA 
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# R equirements  
How will the Project implementation 
process comply with requirements 

R .3 

The client will establish and maintain a 
process for identifying the environmental 
and social risks and impacts of the 
project 

E S IA identifies and describes risks and 
impacts. 

As requiredb the E S IA studies the areas 
likely to be affected directly or indirectly 
by the Projectb studies associated 
facilities (access roadsb campsb quarriesb 
etc.) and cumulative impacts. 

Monitoring measures will be implemented 
to enable verification of impact 
predictions and mitigation measures.  

R .4 

The client will establish management 
programs (such as environmental and 
social action plans) to describe 
mitigation and performance 
improvement measures and actions that 
address the identified environmental and 
social risks and impacts of the project 

The E S IA includes a list of action plans 
annexed in the E S MP. These plans will 
be further developed by the developer as 
it finalises the detailed design. 

R .5 

The clientb in collaboration with 
appropriate and relevant third partiesb 
will establishb maintainb and strengthen 
as necessary an organizational structure 
that defines rolesb responsibilitiesb and 
authority to implement the E S MS . 

The final E SMP will assess the 
responsible actor’s capacity to implement 
environmental and social measures. 
Capacity building measures to strengthen 
staff are proposed. The E S MP also 
assesses the need for external experts to 
assist the responsible actor in 
implementing measures.  

R .6 

The E SMS  will establish and maintain 
an emergency preparedness and 
response system so that the clientb in 
collaboration with appropriate and 
relevant third partiesb will be prepared to 
respond to accidental and emergency 
situations associated with the project in 
a manner appropriate to prevent and 
mitigate any harm to people and/or the 
environment. 

To respond to accidents and emergency 
situationsb and to comply with World Bank 
Operational Policy OP 4.37 S afety of 
Damsb several reports will be produced 
that address seismic monitoring of the 
damb instrumentationb construction 
supervisionb reservoir loading and flood 
predictionb emergency preparedness and 
responseb etc.b prior to commencement of 
construction. In additionb the ES MP 
outlines some safety measures.  
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# R equirements 
How will the Project implementation 
process comply with requirements 

R .7 

The client will establish procedures to 
monitor and measure the effectiveness 
of the management programb as well as 
compliance with any related legal and/or 
contractual obligations and regulatory 
requirements. 

The E S MS  defines a monitoring program 
for the developer to implementb identifying 
all monitoring activitiesb and roles and 
responsibilities for monitoring and 
reporting. The developer will also conduct 
internal audits to ensure measures are 
implemented. R esults will be documented 
and the monitoring program will be part of 
the review cycle. The monitoring program 
will define corrective measures in 
situations where goals are not achieved.  

R .8 

The client will develop and implement a 
S takeholder E ngagement Plan that is 
scaled to the project risks and impacts 
and development stageb and tailored to 
the characteristics and interests of the 
Affected Communities. 

A final S takeholder E ngagement Plan 
(SE P) will be developed. S ome 
amendments are proposed in the E S MP. 

 Performance S tandard 2: Labour and Working Conditions 

The scope of application of this Performance S tandard depends on the type of employment 
relationship between the client and workers. It applies to workers directly engaged by the 
client (direct workers)b workers engaged through third parties to perform work related to core 
business processes of the project for a substantial duration (contracted workers)b as well as 
workers engaged by the client’s primary suppliers (supply chain workers). 

S ince the need for human resources will be concentrated in the construction phaseb most 
employment will be temporary andb thereforeb some requirements of PS 2 do not apply. In the 
case of the Project constructionb workers will be contracted. E ven though only part of PS 2 
applies for contracted workersb all requirements are presented for the construction contractor 
to implement. The clientb in turnb will have to audit the construction contractor for compliance 
and will have to ensure that specific requirements are part of tender documents.  

The requirements of PS 2 are presented in Table 3c7. 

Table 3c6 PS  2 R equirements 

# R equirements 
How will the Project 
implementation process 
comply with requirements 

R .1 

The construction contractor/client will adopt and 
implement human resources policies and procedures 
appropriate to its size and workforce that set out its 
approach to managing workers. The construction 
contractor/client will provide workers with 
documented information regarding working 
conditions and a written contract. 

Through call for tender 
processb the TR HDP PO will 
ensure that the developer 
has a written human 
resources policy.  
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# R equirements  
How will the Project 
implementation process 
comply with requirements 

R .2 
The construction contractor will provide reasonable 
working conditions and terms of employment. 

The developer shall develop 
a health and safety planb 
which will be audited by 
TR HDP PO. 

R .3 

In countries where national law recognizes workers’ 
rights to form and to join workers’ organizations of 
their choosingb without interferenceb and to bargain 
collectivelyb the construction contractor will comply 
with national law. 

This measure will be 
presented in the E S MP and 
will be included in any 
contracts between the 
developer and its 
contractor(s). 

R .4 

The construction contractor will not make 
employment decisions on the basis of personal 
characteristics unrelated to inherent job 
requirements. The construction contractor will base 
the employment relationship on the principle of equal 
opportunity and fair treatmentb and will not 
discriminate with respect to any aspects of the 
employment relationship. 

This measure will be 
presented in the E S MP and 
will be included in any 
contracts between the 
developer and its 
contractor(s).  

R .5 
The construction contractor will provide a grievance 
mechanism for workers (and their organizationsb 
where they exist) to raise workplace concerns. 

The S takeholder 
E ngagement Plan applies to 
the developer. Its contract 
will include specific measures 
regarding workers’ 
conditions. 

R .6 
The construction contractor will not employ children 
in any manner that is economically exploitativeb or is 
likely to be hazardous or to interfere with them. 

This measure is presented in 
the ES MP and will be 
included in any contracts 
between the developer and 
its contractor(s). 

R .7 
The construction contractor will not employ forced 
labor. 

This measure is presented in 
the ES MP and will be 
included in any contracts 
between the developer and 
its contractor(s). 

R .8 

The developer will provide a safe and healthy work 
environmentb taking into account inherent risks in its 
particular sector and specific classes of hazards in 
the client’s work areasb including physicalb chemicalb 
biologicalb and radiological hazardsb and specific 
threats to women. 

The developer will develop a 
health and safety planb which 
will be audited by TR HDP PO 
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# R equirements  
How will the Project 
implementation process 
comply with requirements 

R .9 

With respect to contracted workersb the developer 
will take commercially reasonable efforts to ascertain 
that the third parties who engage these workers are 
reputable and legitimate enterprises and have an 
appropriate E S MS . 

Through the call for tender 
processb the developer will 
ensure that construction 
contractors put the E S MP 
into effect.  
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 Performance S tandard 3: R esource E fficiency and Pollution Prevention 

The requirements of PS 3 are presented in Table 3c8. 

Table 3c7 PS  3 R equirements 

# R equirements 
How will the Project implementation 
process comply with requirements  

R .1 

During the project lifeccycleb the client 
will consider ambient conditions and 
apply technically and financially feasible 
resource efficiency and pollution 
prevention principles and techniques 
that are best suited to avoidb or where 
avoidance is not possibleb minimize 
adverse impacts on human health and 
the environment. 

The E S IA and E S MP address all impacts 
and define pollution prevention measures. 

R .2 

The client will implement technically and 
financially feasible and cost effective 
measures for improving efficiency in its 
consumption of energyb waterb as well 
as other resources and material inputsb 
with a focus on areas that are 
considered core business activities. 

The E S IA/E S MP addresses water quality 
impairment issues during construction 
activities and proposes efficiency 
measures. 

The E S IA/E S MP ensures that specific 
measures are developed to help the client 
integrate them in the call for tender 
documents. 

The client will include an environmental 
expert on its staff to ensure that 
processes are efficient (waterb energyb 
etc.) 

R .3 

The client will avoid the release of 
pollutants orb when avoidance is not 
feasibleb minimize and/or control the 
intensity and mass flow of their release. 

The E S IA/E S MP addresses pollutant 
release issues during construction 
activities and proposes measures to 
avoidb mitigateb and control release of 
pollutants. 
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# R equirements 
How will the Project implementation 
process comply with requirements  

R .4 

The client will avoid the generation of 
hazardous and nonchazardous waste 
materials. Where waste generation 
cannot be avoidedb the client will reduce 
the generation of wasteb and recover 
and reuse wasteb in a manner that is 
safe for human health and the 
environment. 

The E S IA/E S MP addresses waste issues 
during construction activities and 
proposes measures to avoid releaseb and 
reduceb reuseb and recover all types of 
waste. 

The construction contractor will use 
subcontractors that are reputable and 
legitimate enterprises licensed by the 
relevant government regulatory agencies 
and obtain chain of custody documentation 
for wastes transferred to the final 
destination. This condition will be included 
in contracts between the client and its 
contractor(s). 

R .5 

Hazardous materials are sometimes 
used as raw materialb or produced as 
productb by the project. The client will 
avoid orb when avoidance is not 
possibleb minimize and control the 
release of hazardous materials. 

The client will include conditions regarding 
use of hazardous materials in call for 
tender and in contracts.  

This measure will be presented in the 
E S MP and will be included in contracts 
between the client and its contractor(s). 

 Performance S tandard 4: Community Healthb S afetyb and S ecurity 

The requirements of PS 4 are presented in Table 3c9. 

Table 3c8 PS  4 R equirements 

# R equirements 
How will the Project implementation 
process comply with requirements  

R .1 

The client will evaluate the risks and 
impacts to the health and safety of the 
Affected Communities during the 
project lifeccycle and will establish 
preventive and control measures 
consistent with Good International 
Industry Practice (GIIP). 

The developer will develop a health and 
safety plan. A warning system will be 
developed as part of the Operations Plan to 
address the peak hour water releases (i.e.b 
sudden releases from 2m3/s to flow of 
24m3/s). 
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# R equirements  
How will the Project implementation 
process comply with requirements 

R .2 

The client will designb constructb 
operateb and decommission the 
structural elements or components of 
the project in accordance with GIIPb 
taking into consideration safety risks 
to third parties or Affected 
Communities. 

The developer will engage one or more 
external experts with relevant and 
recognized experience in similar projectsb 
separate from those responsible for the 
design and constructionb to conduct a review 
as early as possible in project development 
and throughout the stages of project designb 
constructionb operationb and 
decommissioning 

R .3 

The client will avoid or minimize the 
potential for community exposure to 
hazardous materials and substances 
that may be released by the project.  

The developer will develop a health and 
safety planb and hazardous materials 
management plan as part of the developer’s 
final E S MP.  

R .4 

The project’s direct impacts on priority 
ecosystem services may result in 
adverse health and safety risks and 
impacts to Affected Communitiesb the 
client will identify those risks and 
potential impacts on priority ecosystem 
services that may be exacerbated by 
climate change. 

The E S IA identifies the extent to which the 
Project affects ecosystem services that 
contribute to impacts on the health of local 
communities. 

R .5 

The client will avoid or minimize the 
potential for community exposure to 
watercborneb watercbasedb waterc
relatedb and vectorcborne diseasesb 
and communicable diseases that 
could result from project activitiesb 
taking into consideration differentiated 
exposure tob and higher sensitivity ofb 
vulnerable groups. 

The E S IA identifies the extent to which 
Project construction and operation impact 
the health of local communities.  

R .6 

The client will assist and collaborate 
with the Affected Communitiesb local 
government agenciesb and other 
relevant partiesb in their preparations 
to respond effectively to emergency 
situationsb especially when their 
participation and collaboration is 
necessary to respond to such 
emergency situations. 

To respond to accident and emergency 
situationsb and to comply with World Bank 
Operational Policy OP 4.37 S afety of Damsb 
several reports shall be produced to address 
seismic monitoring of the damb construction 
supervisionb reservoir loading and flood 
predictionb emergency preparedness and 
responseb etc.b prior to commencement of 
construction.  

These studies will be carried out in close 
collaboration with project affected 
communities 
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# R equirements 
How will the Project implementation 
process comply with requirements  

R .7 

When the client retains direct or 
contracted workers to provide security 
to safeguard its personnel and 
propertyb it will assess risks posed by 
its security arrangements to those 
within and outside the project site.  

The client will make reasonable 
inquiries to ensure that those providing 
security are not implicated in past 
abuses; will train them adequately in 
the use of forceb and appropriate 
conduct toward workers and Affected 
Communities; and require them to act 
within the applicable law. 

The E S MP addresses such issues to 
ensure that local communities are safe. 

 Performance S tandard 5: Land Acquisition and Involuntary 
R esettlement 

Option 7C  will not necessitate any physical resettlement. It willb howeverb necessitate land 
acquisition for the construction area. Land acquisition will be done in compliance with World 
Bank safeguard policies OP 4.12 on Involuntary R esettlement rather than PS 5 since the 
process is carried out by S IGb which is a public agency.  

 A land acquisition process was carried out by the TR HDP PO to secure land from its 
customary tenure. The customary land acquired is referred to as the C ore Land (also the 
Core Area). A memo summarizing the land acquisition process that was prepared at the time 
the ES IA was being developedb is included as Annex 20 in the Annex R eport.   

.  
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 Performance S tandard 6: Biodiversity Conservation and S ustainable 
Management of L iving Natural R esources 

The requirements of PS 6 are presented in Table 3c10. 

Table 3c9 PS  6 R equirements 

# R equirements 
How will the Project 
implementation process 
comply with requirements 

R .1 

The risks and impacts identification process 
should consider direct and indirect projectc
related impacts on biodiversity and ecosystem 
services and identify any significant residual 
impacts. The client should seek to avoid impacts 
on biodiversity and ecosystem services. When 
avoidance of impacts is not possibleb measures 
to minimize impacts and restore biodiversity and 
ecosystem services should be implemented. 

The E S IA/E SMP addresses such 
issues. When avoidance of 
impacts is not possibleb 
measures to minimize impacts 
and restore biodiversity and 
ecosystem services will be 
implemented. 

The E S IA presents the baseline 
conditions of natural habitats 
within the Project areas and 
describes their services. 

R .2 

For the protection and conservation of 
biodiversityb the mitigation hierarchy includes 
biodiversity offsetsb which may be considered 
only after appropriate avoidanceb minimizationb 
and restoration measures have been applied. 

The E S IA/E S MP has studied 
possible ways to offset impacts on 
natural habitats.  

R .3 

The client will conduct a systematic review to 
identify priority ecosystem services:  

(i) those services on which project operations are 
most likely to have an impact andb thereforeb 
which result in adverse impacts to Affected 
Communities; and/or  

(ii) those services on which the project is directly 
dependent for its operations 

The E S IA/E SMP addresses such 
issues. S ection 4.2 identifies and 
describes environmental 
components that play a role for 
local population (sources of 
livelihood)b Tambu sitesb etc. 

R .4 
Where a client is purchasing primary productionb 
systemsb verification practices will be adopted as 
part of the client’s E S MS  to evaluate its primary 
suppliers 

The E S MP develops measures 
to ensure that suppliers of natural 
resources (quarryb etc.) will be 
evaluated regarding their 
compliance with measures.  
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 Performance S tandard 7: Indigenous Peoples 

The WB Performance S tandard (and accompanying procedure) on indigenous peoples is 
triggered because the peoples and communities likely to be directly or indirectly affected by 
the constructionb and/or operation of TR HDPb can be considered indigenous people according 
to the S tandard. Performance S tandard 7 uses the term indigenous people in a generic sense 
to refer to ‘a distinctb social and cultural group possessing the following characteristics in 
varying degrees:  

 S elfcidentification as members of a distinct indigenous cultural group and recognition 
of this identity by others; 

 Collective attachment to geographically distinct habitats or ancestral territories in the 
project area and to the natural resources in these habitats and territories; 

 Customary culturalb economicb socialb or political institutions that are separate from 
those of the mainstream society or culture; or 

 A distinct language or dialectb often different from the official language or languages of 
the country or region in which they reside (WBb 2012).’ 

 

The baseline sections of the E S IA identify several groups or communities resident withinb or 
in close proximity tob the proposed project area that could be potentially affected by the 
projectb including:    

 Indigenous Teha/Malangocspeaking people of the Bahomea district who customarily own 
and occupy the ’Core Area’ for the project; 

 Indigenous Malango people of Malango districtb some of whom are customary 
‘shareholders’ or users of the Core Area; 

  ‘S ettler’ Guale people in the Bahomea districtb who are largely indigenous Talisecspeaking 
people from the Weather C oast of Guadalcanal and do not have customary ownership 
rights in the project areab though have been granted usufruct rights to certain areas by 
Bahomea customary owners; 

 Indigenous coastal Lengocspeaking Ghaobata people of the Guadalcanal Plains who have 
ownership rights over the land and resources of the lower part of the Ngalimbiu catchmentb 
and the adjacent coastal areab and; 

 ‘S quatter’ peoples of various origins and language groupsb who are living on ‘unoccupied’ 
government/alienated land in the northern part of the project areab without the formal 
approval of the local indigenous customary tribesb and people who are living and working 
on the LQQ and GPPOL agricultural estates on the Guadalcanal Plains. These people are 
Indigenous to other parts of the S olomon Islands or other islands of the Pacificb such as the 
Gilbertese from Kiribati. 

Based on the interpretation of the World Bank (World Bank’s Lead S ocial Development 
S pecialistb and the World Bank’s Lead S afeguards S pecialist for the project)b for the purposes 
of the social impacts assessment and social standard complianceb all the groups resident in 
the project area are considered Indigenous S olomon Islanders since they all have the 
defining characteristics mentioned above.  

As noted elsewhere in the E S IAb compliance with this policy requires that TR HDP preparation 
include a social impact assessment (see S ection 12)b the scale of which needs to be 
proportional to “the nature and scale of the proposed project’s potential effects on the 
indigenous peoples and a process of freeb priorb and informed consent (FPIC ) with the affected 
indigenous communitiesb to ascertain whether there is ‘broad community support’ for the 
Projectb or not. 
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This means that the project must also: involve the development of measures to avoidb 
minimise and/or mitigate adverse impacts; that the design and provision of benefits and 
mitigation measures include the consideration of options preferred by the affected indigenous 
peoples; and that the social and economic benefits for indigenous people are culturally 
appropriate and gender and generationally inclusive.  

Other requirements of WB PS  7 mean that the E S IA must also review the extent to which the 
project planning has considered:  

 F reeb prior and informed consent; 

 Achievement of broad community support; 

 Actions that are taken to achieve the legal recognition of customary rights to lands that are 
traditionally ownedb or customarily used or occupiedb and for such land acquisition; and 

 Management of the commercial developmentb if anyb of cultural resources. 
 

The requirements of PS7 are presented in Table 3c11 

Table 3c10 PS  7 R equirements 

# R equirements  
How will the Project implementation 
process comply with requirements 

R .1 

The client will identifyb through an 
environmental and social risks and 
impacts assessment processb all 
communities of Indigenous Peoples 
within the project area of influence who 
may be affected by the projectb as well 
as the nature and degree of the 
expected direct and indirect economicb 
socialb cultural (including cultural 
heritage)b and environmental impacts on 
them. 

The E S IA achieves this requirement. 

R .2 

Adverse impacts on Affected 
Communities of Indigenous Peoples 
should be avoided where possible. 
Where alternatives have been explored 
and adverse impacts are unavoidableb 
the client will minimizeb restoreb and/or 
compensate for these impacts in a 
culturally appropriate manner 
commensurate with the nature and 
scale of such impacts and the 
vulnerability of the Affected 
Communities of Indigenous Peoples. 

Development of measures is carried out 
during the E S IA with the full participation 
of indigenous population to ensure that 
their opinions are taken into account and 
to minimize impacts on them. 
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# R equirements  
How will the Project implementation 
process comply with requirements 

R .3 
The client will undertake an engagement 
process with the Affected Communities 
of Indigenous Peoples 

The client’s stakeholder engagement plan 
will be a dynamic document. Local 
population concerns and grievances will 
be gathered throughout the lifespan of the 
Project. Answers will be formulated to 
ensure ongoing communication. 

R .4 

The client will obtain the F reeb Priorb and 
Informed C onsent (FPIC) of the Affected 
Communities of Indigenous Peoples in 
the circumstances. 

Mitigation Workshops prepared the way 
for the F PIC  by presenting local 
populations with information on the 
various components and impacts of the 
Project. S ocial S urveys has also prepared 
the way for FPIC  and results are 
presented in S ection 7 and annexes 
included in the Annex R eport. 

The assessment of FPIC  is presented in 
the social baseline section 

R .5 

The client will consider feasible 
alternative project designs to avoid the 
relocation of Indigenous Peoples from 
communally held lands 

The new Project layoutb based on Option 
7C b avoids any relocation of people.  

Section 4 (Analysis of Alternatives) of the 
ES IA studies alternativesb presents each 
alternativeb its strengths and weaknessesb 
and the reasons for the selection of the 
preferred option. 

R .6 

Where a project may significantly impact 
on critical cultural heritage that is 
essential to the identity and/or culturalb 
ceremonialb or spiritual aspects of 
Indigenous Peoples livesb priority will be 
given to the avoidance of such impacts. 
Where significant project impacts on 
critical cultural heritage are unavoidableb 
the client will obtain the FPIC  of the 
Affected Communities of Indigenous 
Peoples. 

Section 7.2 focuses on gathering 
information on cultural heritage in the 
Project areas from interviews with the 
local population. It identifies cultural sites 
that will be affected by the reservoir 
impoundment or road upgrades. During 
the mitigation workshopsb measures were 
discussed with local populationsb to 
ensure that their opinions regarding the 
fate of cultural sitesb were taken into 
account and that compensation will be 
paid for any losses incurred. The ES MP 
includes a Cultural Heritage Management 
Plan. 

R .7 

The client and the Affected 
Communities of Indigenous Peoples will 
identify mitigation measures in 
alignment with the mitigation hierarchy 
as well as opportunities for culturally 
appropriate and sustainable 
development benefits. 

Development of measures are carried out 
during the E S IA with the full participation 
of local populations to ensure that their 
opinions are taken into account (during 
mitigation workshops).  
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# R equirements 
How will the Project implementation 
process comply with requirements 

R .8 

The nature of the projectb the project 
context and the vulnerability of the 
Affected Communities of Indigenous 
Peoples will determine how these 
communities should benefit from the 
project. Identified opportunities should 
aim to address the goals and 
preferences of the Indigenous Peoplesb 
including improving their standard of 
living and livelihoods in a culturally 
appropriate mannerb and to foster the 
longcterm sustainability of the natural 
resources on which they depend. 

Development of measuresb including 
measures to ensure safeguarding of 
livelihoodsb are carried out in the E S IA 
and Land Acquisition and Livelihood 
R estoration Plan with the full participation 
of local population.   

Measures to ensure longcterm benefits for 
local population were proposed.  

R .9 

The client will prepare a plan thatb 
together with the documents prepared 
by the responsible government agencyb 
will address the relevant requirements of 
this Performance S tandard 

R equirements for an IPP incorporated 
into S ocial Impact Assessment of overall 
ES IA. S pecific measures for restoring the 
livelihoods of indigenous peoples with 
respect to land acquisition are covered in 
the Land Acquisition and Livelihood 
R estoration Plan. This plan is prepared 
under OP4.12 but has also been drafted 
to meet FPIC requirements of PS 7. 

 Performance S tandard 8: Cultural Heritage 

The requirements for PS 8 are presented in Table 3c12 

Table 3c11 PS  8 R equirements 

# R equirements 
How will the Project implementation 
process comply with requirements 

R .1 

In addition to complying with applicable 
law on the protection of cultural 
heritageb including national law 
implementing the host country’s 
obligations under the Convention 
Concerning the Protection of the World 
Cultural and Natural Heritageb the client 
will identify and protect cultural heritage 
by ensuring that internationally 
recognized practices for the protectionb 
fieldcbased studyb and documentation of 
cultural heritage are implemented. 

Chapter 8 presents information on cultural 
heritage in the Project areas from 
interviews with local population.  
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# R equirements  
How will the Project implementation 
process comply with requirements 

R .2 

The environmental and social risks and 
impacts identification process should 
determine whether the proposed 
location of a project is in areas where 
cultural heritage is expected to be 
foundb either during construction or 
operations. In such casesb as part of the 
client’s E S MS b the client will develop 
provisions for managing chance finds 
through a chance find procedure. 

Chapter 8 presents information on cultural 
heritage in the Project areas from 
interviews with local population. Cultural 
sites that will be impacted by the reservoir 
impoundment have been identified. 
During the mitigation workshopsb 
measures were discussed with local 
populations to ensure that their opinions 
regarding the fate of cultural sites were 
taken into account. 

The E S MP includes measures regarding 
chance find procedures. 

R .3 

The client will consult with the Affected 
Communities to identify cultural heritage 
of importanceb and to incorporate into 
the client’s decisioncmaking process the 
views of the Affected Communities on 
such cultural heritage. 

The Cultural heritage protocol of the 
ES MP details this requirement. 

R .4 

Where the client’s project site contains 
cultural heritage or prevents access to 
previously accessible cultural heritage 
sitesb the client willb based on 
consultationsb allow continued access to 
the cultural siteb or will provide an 
alternative access route. 

The E S IA has studied project alternatives 
to ensure minimization of impacts on 
cultural sites 

R .5 

Where the client has encountered 
tangible cultural heritage that is 
replicableb where avoidance is not 
feasibleb the client will implement 
restoration measures. Where restoration 
in situ is not possibleb restore the 
functionality of the cultural heritageb in a 
different location.   

As presented in C hapter 8b no replicable 
cultural heritage sites were identified. 
Mainly “noncphysical” cultural heritage 
sites (Tambu sites) may be potentially 
affected. 

R .6 

R emoval of noncreplicable cultural 
heritage is subject to conditions: there 
are no technically or financially feasible 
alternatives to removal; The overall 
benefits of the project conclusively 
outweigh the anticipated cultural 
heritage loss from removal; and any 
removal of cultural heritage is conducted 
using the best available technique. 

As presented in C hapter 8b no replicable 
cultural heritage sites were identified. 
Mainly noncremovable “non physical” 
cultural heritage sites may be potentially 
affected. 

Compensation for losses of cultural 
heritage sites are described in the E S MP 
and Land Acquisition and Livelihood 
R estoration Plan. 
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# R equirements  
How will the Project implementation 
process comply with requirements 

R .7 

The client should not removeb 
significantly alterb or damage critical 
cultural heritage. In exceptional 
circumstances when impacts on critical 
cultural heritage are unavoidableb the 
client will use a process of Informed 
Consultation and Participation (IC P) of 
the Affected Communities. 

As presented in C hapter 8b no critical 
cultural heritage sites were identified. 
Most sites are locally valued by 
population. Consultation with population 
regarding cultural places (Tambu sites) 
has been an ongoing process. 
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 ANALY S IS  OF  ALTE RNATIVE S   

 BACK GR OUND 
This section examines alternative ways that the objective of providing a more reliable source 
of electricity to Guadalcanal can be metb including potential alternative technologies to 
hydropowerb and alternative ways of delivering a hydropower scheme.  This section is based 
on the feasibility reports prepared by E ntura for various phases of project developmentb 
between 2010 and 2014b as well as supplementary investigations undertaken since then.  

 E NE R GY  DE MAND AND S UPPLY   

 Current and Future E nergy Demand 

Demand growth forecast studies have recently been undertaken by Deb Chattopadhyay for 
“S olomon Islands S ustainable Energy Project (S IS E P)”b commissioned by the World Bank as 
well as part of the “E nergy Contract Modelling” (2014 J ACOBS ). The figure below is taken 
from the S IS E P report showing demand growth for lowb medium and high demand growth 
scenarios. 

According to J ACOBS b the historical annual maximum power demand for the Honiara 
electricity network dating from 1969 to 2012 is shown in F igure 4c1. The stagnation of 
demand growth since 2009 in thought to be a consequence of load shedding due to 
insufficient generation capacity (i.e. consumers are less inclined to buy and use electrical 
apparatus / appliances when the supply of electricity is unreliable). 

F igure 4c1 Honiara historical maximum power demand 

 

S IS E P estimated new generation capacity requirements as 7 MW over the 25 next years for 
the Low demand growth scenario and an additional requirement for the High demand growth 
scenario as 25 MW. 
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The realization of High Demand growth scenario for the Honiara grid here depends on major 
new and uncertain loads coming on board —  Gold R idgeb Tenarub Mamarab Doma.  If these 
loads do not eventuate the least cost generation plan changes (see F igure 4c2).  

The S IS E P assumed growth rates for the Honiara grid are conservative in that they do not 
envisage a significant expansion of the grid’s geographic reach along the north coast of 
Guadalcanal.  If such an expansion were to take placeb as part of a national electrification 
strategyb demand would be higherb possibly requiring additional generation capacity. 

F igure 4c2 Honiara E nergy Growth S cenarios 

 

S olomon Power in 2015 predicts the annual growth in demand for energy from the Honiara 
grid to be 2.5% (compounding on the 2014 base year energy production of 77.6 GWh). This 
is similar to the S IS E P report LowcGrowth scenario shown in the figure above. 

S olomon Power developed a 5 year demand forecast as part of the recently completed 
planning study.  

 

 

 

F igure 4c3 below shows the extrapolated to demand forecast to 2050 combined with the 
historical demand records. 
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F igure 4c3 C ombined Historical and Demand forecast to 2050 based on extrapolation of the 5 
year forecast 

 

  E nergy S upply 

The Lungga diesel power plant is the main provider of electricity in Guadalcanal. The capital 
city and key population centreb Honiarab suffers from power shortagesb especially during peak 
demand periods. 

 IDE NTIFIC ATION OF  POTE NTIAL  ALTE R NATIVE S  TO THE  

PR OJ E CT 

 S creening of Alternatives  

Alternatives to the project were divided into four categories for the purpose of initial 
screening.  These include: 

1. E nergy resources barred from development ; 

2. E merging energy resources; 

3. Demand side management (DS M); and 

4. Available E nergy R esources. 
Alternatives to the Project were screened to determine their respective regulatoryb technical 
and financial viability.  Only those technologies that made it through the initial screening were 
further assessed against economicb environmental and social criteria.  
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 E nergy R esources Barred from Development 

No legislation is barring energy resources from development in S olomon Islands. 

 E merging E nergy R esources  

Wave power is the transport of energy by wind wavesb and the capture of that energy to do 
useful work – for exampleb electricity generationb water desalinationb or the pumping of water 
(into reservoirs). A machine able to exploit wave power is generally known as a wave energy 
converter (WE C). Wave power is distinct from the diurnal flux of tidal power and the steady 
gyre of ocean currents. Wavecpower generation is not currently a widely employed commercial 
technology (the first experimental wave farm was opened in Portugal in 2008). 

Tidal powerb also called tidal energyb is a form of hydropower that converts the energy obtained 
from tides into useful forms of powerb mainly electricity.  Tidal power has potential for future 
electricity generation but is currently not widely used. Among sources of renewable energyb 
tidal power has traditionally suffered from relatively high cost and limited availability of sites 
with sufficiently high tidal ranges or flow velocitiesb thus constricting its total availability. 
Howeverb recent technological developments and improvements in design and turbine 
technology indicate that the total availability of tidal power may be much higher than previously 
assumedb and that economic and environmental costs may be brought down to competitive 
levels in the future. 

Because the technologies for producing power from these resources are still in their early 
stages and not sufficiently well developed to be employed in the S olomon Islands environment 
andb thereforeb would not provide a reliable source of energy for Guadalcanalb they have been 
ruled out as alternatives to the Project. 

 Demand S ide Management (DS M) 

According to Wikipedia22b Demand S ide Managementb or DS M “is the modification of consumer 
demand for energy through various methods such as financial incentives and behavioural 
change through education.” DS M was consideredb but quickly ruled out for Guadalcanal. This 
is because electricity costs are already very high and most consumersb having relatively low 
incomes andb thereforeb being price sensitiveb are already limiting their use of electricity. Most 
rural areas are not provided with electricity from the gridb so DS M has no bearing on their useb 
or notb of electricity produced by Solomon Power. 

                                                      

22 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/E nergy_ demand_management 
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 Available E nergy R esources  

Available energy resources include those for which technologies are sufficiently evolved to 
provide reasonably reliable generation and transmission and which might be available to 
Guadalcanal.  They include: hydropowerb pumped storageb solarb windb geothermalb gas fired 
thermalb and transmission of electricity from adjacent islandsb where surplus electricity might 
be available. A portfolio of different energy resources (e.g.b combination of solarb windb 
geothermal resources) was also consideredb as was the status quo diesel generation. 

 S tatus Quo – Diesel Generator at Lungga 

S ticking with the status quo is effectively choosing the “No Project” alternative. 

Gridcconnected electricity is generated and supplied in S olomon Islands by S olomon Power 
(S olPower) which is a statecowned electricity utility. SolPower provides electricity to the national 
capital (Honiara) and eight provincial centres (Aukib Bualab Gizob Kirakirab Latab Malu’ub Noroc
Mundab and Tulagi). Installed generation capacity in Honiara is 26 megawatts (MW) with a peak 
load of 14.3 MW and combined installed capacity in the provincial centres is 4 MW. 

The demand for electricity in 2015 in Honiara peaked at 14b425 Kilowatts compared with a 
figure of 14b100 Kilowatts in 2014. 

F igure 4c4 below shows the demand growth for Honiara from 2001 to 2015 (S ource: S olomon 
Power annual R eport 2015) 

 

F igure 4c4 Honiara E lectricity Demand Growth S olomon Power Annual R eport 2015 
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Lungga and Honiara Solomon Power operations produced a total of 77.91Gwh (89.70%) whilst 
S olomon Power’s provincial outstations (Bualab Tarob Aukib Gizob Norob Kirakirab Latab Mundab 
and Tulagi)b S olomon Tropical Products as an Independent Power Producer (IPP) (coconut oil) 
at R anadib and the R anadi S olar Plant at S olomon Power head office together produced 
8.91Gwh (10.3%). There was no energy bought by S olomon Power from its PPA with S oltuna 
in Noro during the year.  

Diesel generation consume fossil fuels and in the long term are not considered a sustainable 
form of electricity generation. Diesel fuel is a relatively expensiveb noncrenewable energy 
source and highly dependent on market price and price changes.  

Disadvantages of Diesel power generation: 

● High operational cost 

● High maintenance and lubrication cost 

● Diesel unit capacity is limited 

● Diesel generation is a net producer of the greenhouse gas carbon dioxide 

● Air pollutant emissions 

● Noise emissions 

● Diesel plants are limited when it comes to supplying overloads continuously 

● Diesel power plants are not economical where diesel has to be imported 

● Limited life of a diesel power plant (usually 2 to 5 years) 

 Hydropower 

Prior to identifying the Tina R iver as the site of a potential hydropower projectb two hydropower 
schemes were studied for other sites in Guadalcanal. These were the Lungga Hydroelectric 
Projectb and the Komarindi hydropower Project. Little is known about the characteristics of the 
Lungga Hydroelectric Project. 

The Komarindi hydropower project was studied by Tonkin and Taylor (1993)b who completed 
prefeasibility and feasibility studiesb geotechnical investigationsb detailed designb and an 
E nvironmental and S ocial Impact Assessment. If constructedb the project would have included 
a river intakeb a tunnel to a penstock connecting to a powerhouseb and a tailrace / outlet back 
into the river.  

The map in F igure 6c1 identifies the respective project areas for the proposed Komarindib 
Lungga and Tina hydropower project. 

 Komarindi hydro potential was identified “GcS Ic7 Komarindi” with a hydro potential of 6.6MW. 

 Lungga hydro potential was identified “GcS Ic4 Lungga” with a hydro potential of 21MW. 

 Tina hydro potential was identified “GcS Ic21 Ngalimbiu” with a hydro potential of 17.7MW. 
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According to the World Bankb “the previous studies highlighted the unsuitability of the Lungga 
and Komarindi sites. The Lungga and Komarindi schemes failed to proceed for a variety of 
reasonsb including inappropriate scale (both schemes) and poor site selection for the dam wall 
(Lungga)“. Investigations of the Lungga Gorgeb as a site for potential Hydro developmentb were 
carried out in the 1980s.  After initial optimism and development of a costly road to the proposed 
construction siteb the project was abandoned because of the presence of geological conditions 
which made the site unsafe for development. 

In additionb ‘The S olomon Islandsb Guadalcanal R enewable Development Concept S tudy’ 
(World Bank Project Power Missionb F ebruary 2006) studied the hydropower potential of three 
catchments on Guadalcanal: the Ngalimbiu site on the Tina R iver; the Nuhu site on the 
Mbalasuna R iver; and the Choha site on the Ngheunaha and Kolokumaha R ivers. The study 
concluded the Ngalimbui site on the Tina R iver as having the greatest hydropower potentialb 
and the other sites were dropped (E nturab 2012). The present TR HDP is located upstream of 
the Ngalimbui S iteb and has a hydropower potential of 20MW.  

F igure 4c5 shows all catchments and rivers that wereb at one pointb studied for potential 
hydropower development in Guadalcanal. 

As with other forms of economic activityb hydropower projects can have both a positive and a 
negative environmental and social impactb because the construction of a dam and power plantb 
along with the impounding of a reservoirb creates certain social and physical changes. 

Advantages of hydropower 

 E limination of fuel costs; 
 Comparably higher economic lifetime (than diesel generatorsb for instance); 
 Low operation and maintenance (O&M) cost due to a high degree of automation; 
 No direct emission of greenhouse gases or air pollutants. 
 Potential for multipurpose usage (i.e. irrigation and water supplyb fishery); 
 R iver flow and flood regulation; 
 Generation of renewable energy. 

Disadvantages of Hydropower 

 Construction of hydropower projects could introduce local imbalances to ecosystemsb 
landscapes and river flow; 

 Impoundment can potentially lead to thermal and chemical changes within the 
immediate reservoir areasb with possible downstream impacts. 

 S edimentationb depositionb and nutrient enrichment in the reservoir can lead to 
increased development of aquatic flora (planktonb benthic algaeb rooted and floating 
macrophytes) which in turnb under certain conditionsb can reduce the dissolved 
oxygen content in the water and cause mortality of fish and other aquatic life; 

 Construction of hydropower plants in general is expensive (although having low 
operation & maintenance costs). 
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F igure 4c5 S tudied catchments for hydropower development in Guadalcanal 

 

S ource: Photograph provided by MME R E  offices and adapted with Google E arth 

 Pumped S torage 

Pumped storage facilities use the height difference between two natural bodies of water or 
artificial reservoirs.  At times of low electrical demand (night times)b excess generation 
capacity is used to pump water into a higher reservoir. During times of higher demand 
(morningb midcday and late afternoon)b water is released back into the lower reservoir through 
a turbineb generating electricity. R eversible turbine/generator installations can be utilized to 
act as pump and turbine (usually a F rancis turbine design). 

A pumped storage system can be economical because it flattens out load variations on the 
power grid. Capital costs for purposecbuilt pumped storage are relatively high. 

In summaryb pumped storage depends on either: 

1. Having a “must run” source of energy such as nuclear or geothermal which has 
excess capacity at low demand periods and can therefore pump the water to storage 
at little or no additional cost (other than the capital to establish the storage and hydro 
facility).; or 

2. At least a peak demand price which greatly exceeds the off peak price (I.e. an 
essential part of the peak generation mix that has a variable cost which exceeds the 
cost of the pumped storage.  

In Honiarab neither of these conditions applies. The pumped facility would cost more than 
Tina R iver Hydro per MW to build and more than the diesel generation cost to operate.  In 
additionb there are no identified areas where any suitable hydro storage can be established. 
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 S olar  

A photovoltaic power stationb also known as a solar parkb is a largecscale photovoltaic system 
(PV system) designed for the supply of  power into the electricity grid. They are differentiated 
from most buildingcmounted and other decentralised solar power applications because they 
supply power at the utility levelb rather than to a local user or users. They are sometimes also 
referred to as solar farms or solar ranchesb especially when sited in agricultural areas. The 
generic expression utilitycscale solar is sometimes used to describe this type of project. 

The land area required for a desired power outputb varies depending on the location and on 
the efficiency of the solar modulesb the slope of the site and the type of mounting used. F ixed 
tilt solar arrays using typical modules of about 15% efficiency on horizontal sitesb need about 
1 hectare/MW in the tropics and this figure rises to over 2 hectares in northern E urope.  

Grid connection 

The availabilityb locality and capacity of the connection to the grid is a major consideration in 
planning a new solar parkb and can be a significant contributor to the cost.  Most stations are 
sited within a few kilometres of a suitable grid connection point. This network needs to be 
capable of absorbing the output of the solar park when operating at its maximum capacity. 
The project developer will normally have to absorb the cost of providing power lines to this 
point and making the connectionb often also any costs associated with upgrading the grid so it 
can accommodate the output from the plant. 

Operation and maintenance 

Once the solar park has been commissionedb the owner usually enters into a contract with a 
suitable third party to undertake operation and maintenance (O&M). In many cases this may 
be fulfilled by the original E PC contractor. 

S olar plants' reliable solidcstate systems require minimal maintenanceb compared to rotating 
machinery for example. A major aspect of the O&M contract will be continuous monitoring of 
the performance of the plant and all of its primary subsystemsb which is normally undertaken 
remotely. This enables performance to be compared with the anticipated output under the 
climatic conditions actually experienced. It also provides data to enable the scheduling of both 
corrective and preventive maintenance. A small number of large solar farms use a separate 
inverter or maximizer for each solar panelb which provide individual performance data that can 
be monitored. For other solar farmsb thermal imaging is a tool that is used to identify nonc
performing panels for replacement. 

Power delivery 

A solar park's income derives from the sales of electricity to the gridb and so its output is 
metered in realctime with readings of its energy output providedb typically on a halfchourly 
basisb for balancing and settlement within the electricity market.  Income is affected by the 
reliability of equipment within the plant and also by the availability of the grid network to which 
it is exporting. S ome connection contracts allow the transmission system operator to 
constrain the output of a solar parkb for example at times of low demand or high availability of 
other generators. S ome countries make statutory provision for priority access to the grid for 
renewable generators 
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Advantages of S olar Power 

S olar energy is a resource that is not only sustainable for energy consumptionb it is 
indefinitely renewable. S olar power can be used to generate electricityb it is also used in 
relatively simple technology to heat water (solar water heaters). 

S olar panels usually require little maintenance. After installation and optimization they are 
very reliable due to the fact that they actively create electricity in just a few milimetres of 
material andb unless installed with variable tilt mountingsb do not require any type of 
mechanical parts that can fail. S olar panels are also a silent producer of energyb a necessity if 
dealing with sensitive neighbourhoods. 

Disadvantages of S olar Power 

The primary disadvantage of solar power is that it cannot be generated during the night. The 
power generated is also reduced during times of cloud cover (although energy is still 
produced on a cloudy day). Advances are being made in battery technology to permit 
overnight storageb but utilitycscale applications are still rare.   

S olar panel energy output is maximized when the panel is directly facing the sun. This means 
that panels in a fixed location will see a reduced energy production when the sun is not at an 
optimal angle. Many large scale solar "farms" combat this problem by having the panels on 
towers (above left) that can track the sun to keep the panel at optimal angles throughout the 
day.   

A further disadvantage is the relatively large area required to develop commercial solar farms. 
For instanceb R oyalla S olar Farm (Canberra AU) comprises of 83b000 PV panels which are 
occupying 50 hectares at 20 MW installed capacity. The R oyalla S olar F arm is a solar only 
facility and therefore generating power only during daytime hours. 

E ven today’s most efficient solar cells only convert just over 20% of the sun’s rays to 
electricity. Besides their low conversion efficiencyb solar panels can be a substantial initial 
investment. 

 Wind 

E conomic wind generators require wind speed of 16 km/h (10 mph) or greater. An ideal 
location would have a near constant flow of noncturbulent wind throughout the yearb with a 
minimum likelihood of sudden powerful bursts of wind. An important factor of turbine siting is 
also access to local demand or transmission capacity. 

Advantages 

 Aclean fuel source. Wind energy doesn't pollute the air like power plants that rely on 
combustion of fossil fuelsb such as coal or natural gas. Wind turbines don't produce 
atmospheric emissions that cause acid rain or greenhouse gases. 

 Wind is a domestic source of energy. 
 It's sustainable. Wind is actually a form of solar energy. Winds are caused by the 

heating of the atmosphere by the sunb the rotation of the E arthb and the E arth's 
surface irregularities. For as long as the sun shines and the wind blowsb the energy 
produced can be harnessed to send power across the grid. 
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 Wind power is costceffective. It is one of the lowestcpriced renewable energy 
technologies available todayb costing between four and six cents per kilowattchourb 
depending upon the wind resource and the particular project’s financing. 

 Wind turbines can be built on existing farms or ranches. This greatly benefits the 
economy in rural areasb where most of the best wind sites are found. 

Disadvantages 

 Wind power must still compete with conventional generation sources on a cost basis. 
Depending on how energetic a wind site isb the wind farm might not be cost 
competitive. E ven though the cost of wind power has decreased dramatically in the 
past 10 yearsb the technology requires usually higher initial investments. 

 Good wind sites are often located in remote locationsb far from cities where the 
electricity is needed. Transmission lines must be built to bring the electricity from the 
wind farm to the city. 

 Wind resource development might not be the most profitable use of the land. Wind 
farms on land suitable for windcturbine generation must compete with alternative 
forms of development for the land that might be more highly valued by the owners. 

 Turbines  cause noise and aesthetic impact. Although wind power plants have 
relatively little impact on the environment compared to conventional power plantsb 
concern exists over the noise produced by the turbine blades and visual impacts to 
the landscape. 

 Turbine blades can harm local wildlife. Birds and bats have been killed by flying into 
spinning turbine blades. These problems can be somewhat reduced through 
technological development and proper site selection. 

To ascertain whether there is a commercial wind resource in useable locations within 
S olomon Islands would require at least 2 years of meteorological data monitoring prior to 
construction of a wind farm.  A previous attempt to carry out such monitoring with 
meteorological measuring masts provided by donor funding failed to capture data from the 
installed equipment due to inadequate fundingb and eventually the installed equipment was 
adapted for other purposes by the local communities. 

 Geothermal 

Initial investigations were conducted into a possible geothermal resource on S avo Islandb 40 
km from Honiara. Howeverb due to financial constraintsb no drilling has been undertaken and 
the potential resource remains unproven. In 2015b Geodynamicsb the majority shareholder of 
the geothermal ventureb announced that it did not intend to incur any further significant 
expenditure on the project due to ‘market conditions’.23 No further activities have been 
undertaken. High transmission costs from S avo Island to Honiara are a disadvantage of the 
siteb with 16 km of undersea cabling required to the closest point on Guadalcanalb some 60 
km from Honiarab depths of Iron Bottom S ound near S avo of 600c1350 metresb and S olomon 
Power’s preference for dual transmission lines to provide for nc1 redundancy.   

                                                      

23 Geodynamics Annual R eport 2015. S ee also ‘Geodynamics puts expenditure on hold for Pacific 
Geothermal Projects’b Think Geoenergyb 16 October 2015: 
http://www.thinkgeoenergy.com/geodynamicscputscexpenditureconcholdcforcpacificcgeothermalc
projects/. Accessed 10 December 2016. 
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 Gas F ired Thermal 

A gas fired power station is a power station which burns fossil fuel to produce electricity. 
Central station fossilcfuel power plants are designed on a large scale for continuous 
operation. In many countriesb such plants provide most of the electrical energy used. Fossilc
fuel power stations have machinery to convert the heat energy of combustion into mechanical 
energyb which then operates an electrical generator. The prime mover may be a steam 
turbineb a gas turbine orb in small plantsb a reciprocating internal combustion engine. All plants 
use the energy extracted from expanding gasb either steam or combustion gases.  Heavy fuel 
oil and other liquid fuels besides diesel could also be used in a thermal plantb but because 
any fossil fuels would have to be imported and gas is less expensiveb only gas is being 
considered here.   

Advantages 

 E conomy: Natural gas is cheaper compared to other fossil fuels and cheaper than 
electricity when used for supplying home appliances. Natural gas appliances are also 
cheaper compared to electrical ones. 

 E nvironment: It does not pollute the ground or the underground water because its byc
products are in gaseous form. Another important fact is that natural gas burns without 
releasing any particulate material or sulphur dioxide. It also emits 45% less carbon 
dioxide than coal and 30% less than oil per unit of electricity produced. 

 Transportation: Transportation is made via sea (tankers) and land (pipelines and 
small tanks). This fact allows natural gas to be easily transferred from power plants to 
residential areas surrounding residential areas. 

 Multicuses: Natural gas is a multicuse fuel. It is used inside the house for cookingb 
heatingb dryingb etc. It can be used for generating electric powerb powering vehicles 
(by substituting for diesel and gasoline)b producing plasticsb paintsb fertilizersb and 
many more uses. 

 Availability: It is abundant and almost worldwide available. 
 Conversion to Hydrogen Fuel: It is currently the cheapest fossil fuel source for 

producing hydrogen. 

Disadvantages 

 F lammable: Natural gas leaks can be proven to be extremely dangerous. S uch leaks 
may be the cause of fire or explosions. The gas itself is an asphyxiant. The main risk 
comes from the fact that it is naturally odourless and cannot be detected by smellb 
unless an odorant has been added to the gas mixture. In the case of an underground 
leakb the odorant may gradually become weaker and the gas may go undetected. 

 E nvironmental Impact: When natural gas burnsb carbon dioxideb monoxideb and 
oxides of nitrogen s are emitted in the atmosphere contributing to air pollution and the 
greenhouse effect. Although it is cleaner than other fossil fuels (oilb coalb etc.) as far 
as combustion bycproducts are concernedb natural gas leaks are significant 
contributors to climate change since methaneb its main constituentb has  21 times the 
global warming potential of carbon dioxide. 

 Processing: In order to use it as a fuelb constituents other than methane have to be 
extracted. The processing results in several bycproducts: hydrocarbons (ethaneb 
propaneb etc.)b sulphurb water vapourb carbon dioxideb and even helium and nitrogen. 

 NoncR enewable: It is a finite source of energy and cannot be considered a longcterm 
solution to our energy supply problem. 
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 Installation: The whole pipe installation may be very expensive to construct since long 
pipesb specialized tanksb and separate plumbing systems need to be used. Pipe 
leakage may also be very expensive to detect and fix. 

 E fficiency in Transportation: When natural gas is used as a fuel in carsb the mileage 
is lower than gasoline. 

 E conomics: In addition to the gas fired thermal generating station itselfb an onshore 
compressed gas storage facility and dedicated deep sea terminal to receive LNG or 
CPG shipments site infrastructure are required. 

 Conversion to Hydrogen Fuel: A drawback in producing hydrogen from natural gas is 
that efficiency drops to almost 50% compared to the original chemical energy. 

 Transmission of E lectricity from Other Is lands 

Transmission of electricity from one of the other islands within the S olomon Islands 
archipelagob and from neighbouring island countries like Papua New Guinea (e.g.b 
Bougainville) and Vanuatub were quickly dismissed on the basis that all of these islands are 
currently in short supply of cheap electricity andb thereforeb do not have surplus energy to sell. 
More importantlyb even if surplus electricity were available for purchaseb the great distances 
involved to connect Guadalcanal using an undersea transmission cable of sufficient capacity 
to overcome line lossesb would cost orders of magnitude more than the next best alternative. 
Thereforeb this option was given no further consideration. 

 Portfolio of Available E nergy R esources  

Consideration was given to combining the most promising available energy resources – solarb 
wind and geothermal – into a portfolio of energy generation against which the hydropower 
option was compared.  

A significant percentage of total capacity being provided by hydropower would be favourable 
to the potential to add other more intermittent energy sources (such as solarb wind or tidal) to 
provide a portfolio of available energy sources because of the particular characteristics of 
hydropower generation.  The hydro generators are able to provide ancillary services 
(frequency controlb voltage control)b spinning reserve and maintenance capacity to the 
networked generators. 

The hydro turbines are able to start or increase output virtually instantaneouslyb and to 
maintain the key power quality characteristics of the network (voltage and frequency) even as 
other elements of the network fluctuate in their production.  

A certain percentage of hydropower in the network is an essential feature that will allow for  
significant penetration to the network of either wind or solar generation.  Thus a station like 
Tina Hydro could be a catalyst to support further construction of solar farms. 

 Preferred Project Alternative 

Table 4c1 compares the various available energy project alternatives on the basis of: energy 
production; economics; reliability and limitations; and environmental and social benefits and 
constraints Based on a comparative review of the various available energy resourcesb the 
best alternative was determined to be that of a hydropower project located on the Tina R iver. 
The rationale for this selection is as follows: 
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 Hydropower is a reliable and proven source of renewable energy within local environments 
such as S olomon Islands  

 S uitable hydrological conditions 

 Project locations with minimal social and manageable environmental impact 

 Availability of natural resource (water) 

 R elatively long economic lifetime 

 Low maintenance cost 

 R eliable base load power supply 
. 

When compared with the status quo or nocproject alternativeb if the hydropower alternative is 
not constructedb Honiara would probably continue to experience frequent power outagesb as 
is the case today. Lungga power station would need to be upgradedb or additional diesel 
plants would need to be constructed to provide electricity during peak hours. Unlike electricity 
generated from hydrob electricity generated from diesel can contribute to environmental 
impacts in the form of greenhouse gas emissionsb air pollutionb risks of oil spills during 
productionb sea transport and transfer. Another advantage of hydropower over diesel is that it 
allows the S olomon Islands to move toward energy  selfcrelianceb using   its own renewable 
resourcesb rather than importing noncrenewable sources of energy. F rom an economic 
perspectiveb the unit cost of hydro is significantly lower than the unit cost of diesel. As diesel 
prices increaseb this gap will become more significant. Thereforeb not implementing the 
hydropower alternative would have economic consequences for S IG.  

According to the TR HDP POb there is provision in the transmission design for rural 
electrificationb which will include 33kV/415V pole mounted transformers at each of the villages 
situated along the Tina Village road. Thereforeb not implementing the hydropower project would 
potentially result in the loss of opportunity for rural electrification.  

F rom an employment perspectiveb more jobs will be created during construction than for any 
other alternative energy project.  Thereforeb not developing the hydropower project would 
eliminate the opportunity for local communities to earn salariesb and gain experience and skills 
in construction work. Wages paid to construction workers typically represent the single largest 
social benefit during the construction phase of a dam. In the case of the TR HDPb it is the 
intention of the PO to engage as many workers as possible from the local communities during 
the construction phase. 

 

Table 4c1 Comparative summary of energy resource projects 
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 S tatus Quo (Lungga 
Diesel)/No Project 

Hydro Project on T ina 
R iver 

S olar Wind Geothermal Gas F ired Thermal Transmission from 
Another  Island 

Portfolio of 
E nergy R esource 
Alternatives  

E nergy 
Production 

71.91 GWh (2015) 78.35 GWh pa Dependent on size 
(range 1 to 2.5 
ha/MW) 

1 average onshore wind 
turbine (2.5–3 MW 
capacity) can produce more 
than 6 GWh pa given 
suitable average wind 
speeds 

Depending on available energy 
stored within geological unit 

Approx. 8b000b000 m3 
gas / 81 GWh pa 

Not feasible due to 
lack of suitable 

energy production 
facility on other 

islands 

Combination of 
Hydro + S olar 

considered feasible 
to meeting 

increasing future 
demand (refer to 
hydro and solar 

columns) 

R eliability & 
L imitations 

Frequent outages 
experienced  during 
times of peak energy 
demand 

R eliable power 
generation optionb 
immediately available 
energyb long project 
lifetime 

Generation mainly 
during sunshine hoursb 
difficult to store energy 
on large scaleb suitable 
in combination with 
other power 
generation sources  

Dependent on site 
selectionb high initial 
investment cost  

Low operation and 
maintenance cost once 
establishedb potential to run 
out of steam thus high initial 
investigation costsb extremely 
long lead time to install/repair 
undersea cables 

R eliable technologyb 
high efficiency (up to 
60%)b 

E conomics  High cost due to import 
of diesel and 
lubricantsb high 
operation and 
maintenance cost 

High initial investmentb 
low operation and 
maintenance cost 

Medium to high initial 
investmentb low 
operation and 
maintenance costb 
current technology 
warranty of 25 yearsb 
average of 1% per 
annum of reduction in 
output 

Due to storage limitations 
for energyb wind farms 
typically complement hydro 
power very well. S uitable 
sites for wind farms are 
required to operate 
economicallyb which may 
result in high transmission 
costs 

Potentially available 
geothermal energy at S avo 
island (unproven)b approx. 
11MWb thus additional energy 
source required to meet 
demand; 

High initial investmentb high 
transmission cost (undersea 
cable + transmission line)b 
finite energy source 

High cost due to 
import of natural gas 
and lubricantsb high 
operation and 
maintenance costb 
added cost for site and 
storage handling and 
infrastructure (storageb 
port facilityb etc.) 

E nvironmental 
Benefits / 
Constraints  

Fossil fuelb noiseb 
priority air 
contaminants and 
GHG emissionsb 
dependency on 
imported fossil fuelsb 
potential spills 

Inundation of land due 
to reservoir 
impoundmentb 
requirement to manage 
reduced river flows 
between dam and 
powerhouse tailrace; 
potential barrier to 
migration of some fish 
species; lower net GHG 
emissions; no air 
pollutant emissions from 
operations 

R elative large areas of 
land required for 
establishment (approx. 
1 MW/2.5hab 
depending on angle to 
sun)b operation of solar 
plants has low 
environmental impacts 

Large site required for 
establishment of wind parkb 
but land can continue to be 
used for some agricultural 
purposes.  Noise and 
aesthetic pollution. Bird and 
bat mortality.   

Potential to release poisonous 
or otherwise harmful gases 
such as hydrogen sulphide.  
Potential water pollution from 
brinesb  

Fossil fuelb noiseb 
priority air 
contaminants and 
GHG emissionsb 
dependency on 
imported fossil fuels 
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 S tatus Quo (Lungga 
Diesel)/No Project 

Hydro Project on T ina 
R iver 

S olar Wind Geothermal Gas F ired Thermal Transmission from 
Another  Island 

Portfolio of 
E nergy R esource 
Alternatives  

S ocial Benefits  / 
Constraints  

Local employment 
opportunitiesb 
constraints on locally 
available skilled 
maintenance/engineeri
ng 

Local employment 
opportunitiesb 
constraints on locally 
available skilled 
maintenance/engineerin
g 

Local employment 
opportunitiesb 
constraints on locally 
available skilled 
maintenance/engineeri
ng 

Local employment 
opportunitiesb constraints 
on locally available skilled 
maintenance/engineering 

Local employment 
opportunitiesb constraints on 
locally available skilled 
maintenance/engineering 

Local employment 
opportunitiesb 
constraints on locally 
available skilled 
maintenance/engineeri
ng 
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 ALTE R NATIVE  LOCATIONS  AND C ONFIGUR ATIONS  FOR  

THE  PR E FE R R E D PR OJ E CT c THRDP 

 History of Project R efinement  

E ntura (2010 to 2014) studied several options along the Tina R iver with the objective of locating 
the best site to optimize power generation capacity. Options were evaluated based on 
economicb technical and environmental and social criteria. The key criteria used to select the 
single best option were financial / economic viability and geological integrity. 

E ntura carried out a threecphased program to select the preferred site for a hydropower projectb 
as follows (see F igure 4c6): 

Phase 1 report studied a series of dams along the stretch of river from the Mbeambea R iver / 
Tina R iver confluence (upstream catchment) to the Toni R iver / Tina R iver confluence  (E nturab 
2010): 

● S ite 1: Dam located on the Tina R iver upstream of Njarimbisu and upstream of 
Mbeambea geological faultb and a powerhouse located upstream of Habusi village. 
Option 1 was considered not technically viable because of the high geological risk 
associated with the long tunnel. Option 1 was eventually dropped due to high 
environmental sensitivities of the upper catchment region.  

● S ite 2: Dam located on the Tina R iver downstream of Njarimbisu tributary and upstream 
of the Mbeambea geological faultb and a powerhouse located upstream of Pachukib 
connected by a tunnel of approximately 8.6 km. Option 2 was eventually dropped due 
to high environmental sensitivities of the upper catchment region. 

● S ite 3: Dam located on the Tina R iver downstream of Njarimbisu tributary. Power station 
located upstream of Koropab connected by a tunnel of approximately 5.5 km. Option 3 
was eventually dropped due to high environmental sensitivities of the upper catchment 
region. 

● S ite 4: Dam located on the Tina R iver upstream of Njarimbisu tributary at the 
Mbeambea geological faultb and a powerhouse located at the downstream end of 
Njarimbisu. Option 4 was considered not technically viable because of extremely 
difficult access and unsuitable geology at the dam site. 

● S ite 5: Dam located on the Tina R iver upstream of Njarimbisu tributary and Mbeambea 
geological faultb and a powerhouse located at the toecofcdam. Option 5 was eventually 
dropped due to high environmental sensitivities of the upper catchment region. 

● S ite 6: Dam located on the Tina R iver downstream of  Sengheb and a powerhouse 
located upstream of Pachuki connected by a short tunnel. This option was selected for 
phase 2 report. 
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F igure 4c6 S ites investigated for the TR HDP 
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Phase 2 report (E nturab 2012) dropped the S ite 6 (also called 6a) optionb due to geological 
risksb and studied several further locations for siting a damcpowerhouseb from S ite 6a to S ite 
6f. Two options were retained for further evaluation (S ites 6e and 6f) by GeoR isk S olutions 
(2012). The other options were eventually dropped due to potential adverse geological 
conditions. At the time the E S IA commencedb the S ite 6e option was favoured.  

Phase 3 report by Entura (2014) evaluated two subcoptions for S ite 6eb as well as a new siteb 
referred to as S ite 7cb for which three subcoptions were evaluated.  

● S ite 6e: Option 1: R CC dam at chainage 11.3kmb left bank pipeline to powerhouse at 
ch11.5kmb dam height ranges from 35m to 75m above existing riverbed level (toe of 
dam solution) 

● S ite 6e: Option 2: R C C dam at chainage 11.3kmb right bank tunnel to powerhouse at 
ch13.3kmb dam height ranges from 35m to 75m above existing riverbed level (mid 
tunnel solution). 

● S ite 7c: Option 1: R CC  dam at chainage 7kmb left bank tunnel to powerhouse at 
ch12.7kmb dam height ranges from 35m to 65m above existing riverbed level (long 
tunnel solution).  

● S ite 7c: Option 2: R CC  dam at chainage 7kmb right bank pipeline to powerhouse at 
ch7.3kmb dam height ranges from 45m to 85m above existing riverbed level (toe of dam 
solution) 

● S ite 7c: Option 3: R CC  dam at chainage 7kmb left bank tunnel to powerhouse at 
ch8.9kmb dam height ranges from 35m to 75m above existing riverbed level (mid tunnel 
solution) 

In its Phase 3 reportb E ntura (2014) concluded that S ite 7c Option 1 had superior economicb 
social and technical value when compared to S ite 6e. A comparative environmental and social 
alternative analysis was made of S ite 6e and S ite 7cb the results of which are provided in the 
following subsection. S ite 7c Option 1 is the Project assessed by this E S IA. 

 F inal S election of the Preferred Project S ite and Layout  

Table 4c2 presents an analysis of alternatives from E ntura’s 2014 Phase 3 reportb based on 
socialb environmentalb technical and economic criteria.  

The Phase 2 and Phase 3 feasibility studies by E ntura (2014)b had selected several options 
along Tina R iverb the selection of options was mainly based on geophysical criteria used to 
select a site that offers stable geological conditionsb as well as economic performance in terms 
of return on investmentb and electricity production. In the following analysisb emphasis was 
placed on environmental and social criteria to complement the technical analysis done by 
E ntura. 

Options that were favouredb were those that were best able to address environmentalb social 
or technical/financial criteriab or combination of criteria. 

C riteria were selected based on their relevanceb and do not necessarily reflect the various 
existing baseline sections. For exampleb criteria such as “reptiles and amphibians” or “birds” 
are not dealt with since they represent a level of detail that was not available at the time the 
overview level of analysis of alternatives was undertaken. 
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Table 4c2 summarises the results of the evaluation of the two S ite 6e and three S ite 7c 
alternatives for the Project. Chainage distances are based on E ntura (2010) Phase 1 workb with 
CH 0km being the confluence of the Mbeambea and the Vorahab and CH 18.7km being the 
downstream Tina R iver / Toni R iver confluence. 
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Table 4c2 Comparison of siting options 

Criteria S ite 6ec Option 1 S ite 6ec Option 2 S ite 7cc Option 1 S ite 7cc Option 2 S ite 7cc Option 3 

Location (Chainage in km) 

Dam: 11.3 

Powerhouse: 11.5 

Reservoir: 11.3 c 7 

Toe of dam option (no byc
passed river reach) 

Dam: 11.3 

Powerhouse: 13.3 

R eservoir: 11.3 c 7 

Mid tunnel option (mid byc
passed river reach) 

Dam: 7 

Powerhouse: 12.7 

Reservoir: 7 – 4.5 

Long tunnel option (long 
bycpassed river reach) 

Dam: 7 

Powerhouse: 7.3 

R eservoir: 7 – 4.5 

Toe of dam option (no byc
passed river reach) 

Dam: 7 

Powerhouse: 8.9 

R eservoir: 7 – 4.5 

Mid tunnel option (mid 
bycpassed river reach) 

Catchment size (150 km2) 
Upstream of dam: 135 km2 

Downstream of dam: 15 km2 

Upstream of dam: 125 km2 

Downstream of dam: 25 km2 

S ocial and cultural 

Number of people/villages 
to relocate and land 
acquisition 

For this criteriab the best option would be the one that involves the least number of inhabitants to resettle and the smallest Core Area to acquire 
(to alienate from customary land ownership) 

Choro (CH 9km)b ~4 inhabitants to be resettled due to the 
reservoir 

 S enghe (CH 11.5km)b ~16 inhabitants to be resettled due to 
the powerstation 

Koropa (CH 11 km)b ~19 inhabitants to be resettled due to 
quarries  

Habuchi (CH 13.3 km)b ~33 inhabitantsb no foreseen 
physical resettlement  

Pachuki (CH 13.8 km)b ~65 inhabitantsb no foreseen physical 
resettlement 

Choro (CH 9km): no foreseen physical resettlement 

S enghe (CH 11.5km): no foreseen physical resettlement 

Koropa (CH 11 km): no foreseen physical resettlement 

Habuchi (CH 13.3 km): no foreseen physical resettlement 

Pachuki (CH 13.8 km): no foreseen physical resettlement 

Villages along the access road: no foreseen physical resettlement 
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Criteria S ite 6ec Option 1 S ite 6ec Option 2 S ite 7cc Option 1 S ite 7cc Option 2 S ite 7cc Option 3 

Villages along the access road: no foreseen physical 
resettlement 

S ince this option will physically 
relocate peopleb some of their 
sources of livelihood will also 
be affected such as garden 
and river uses. Howeverb this 
option would require a 
relatively small Core Area 
because the powerhouse 
would be at the toe of the dam 

S ince this option will 
physically relocate peopleb 
some of their sources of 
livelihood will also be 
affected such as garden 
and river uses. In additionb 
the Core Area to be 
acquired would include the 
powerhouse 2 Km 
downstream of the dam 

Although this option does 
not necessitate relocation 
of peopleb the C ore Area 
to be acquired would be 
relatively large to include 
the powerhouse 5.7 Km 
downstream 

In terms of livelihoodb this 
option would probably be 
the best since it would not 
require any resettlement 
of people and it would 
require a relatively small 
Core Area because the 
powerhouse would be at 
the toe of the dam 

Although this option does 
not necessitate 
relocation of peopleb the 
Core Area to be acquired 
would need to include the 
powerhouse 1.9 Km 
downstream 

  Best Options  

S acred sites and cultural 
heritage 

For this criterionb the best option would be the one that would affect the least number of sacred sites or safeguards the most important ones. 

E ach community has numbers of cultural heritage sites (tambu site); most of their localizations are unknown to outsidersb therefore all options 
have to be considered equally good for this criteria. Howeverb the sacred site identified as “Tulahi” would be unaffected by 7c and it has been 
excluded from Land Acquisition 

   Best option 

Infrastructureb schoolb 
clinicb churches to displace None of the options affect infrastructure or buildings 

R iver uses For this criterionb the best option would be the one that would affect the fewest villages along the Tina R iver (and the fewest river users)b and 
affect the shortest river section.  
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Criteria S ite 6ec Option 1 S ite 6ec Option 2 S ite 7cc Option 1 S ite 7cc Option 2 S ite 7cc Option 3 

F ishing is carried out along the length of the Tina R iverb though nowadays it is focused on the river holes and pools in the upper catchmentb 
upstream of Choro and as far as the Mbicho and Mbeambea rivers. All options will modify river use around ChorocKoropa because of the presence 
of either the reservoir or the bycpassed river reach. R iver uses will evolve due to the presence of a reservoir creating new opportunities such as 
sustainableb nonccommercial fisheries. At the reservoir locationb local topography and distance from villages will determine whether the reservoir 
will be easily accessible for new uses or not.   

This option will modify river 
use due to the presence of a 
reservoir 

This option will modify river 
use due to the presence of 
a reservoirb in addition to 
the 2 km affected river 
reach with modified flow 
between the dam and 
powerhouse that would 
potentially affect Koropab  
S engheb Habusi and 
Pachuki villages. 

The 5.7 km affected river 
reach with modified flow 
will pass through Chorob 
Koropa and  S enghe 
potentially affecting river 
uses.  

 

This option will not affect 
river uses outside of the 
infrastructure rightscofc 
way since it is located 
outside any human 
settlement and has no 
bycpassed river reach 
with modified flow. 

The 1.9 km affected river 
reachb with modified flowb 
will not pass through any 
villages. 

Local topography around S ite 6e is less steepb and the 
reservoir will be easily accessible for pedestriansb access to 
the reservoir willb thereforeb most likely be easierb allowing 
for local people to develop new uses of the reservoir 

S teep gorge around site 7c will restrain access to the reservoir (especially during 
dayctime low water level). In additionb being located approximately 5 km upstream 
from Mangakikib access for pedestrians will be more difficult. 

Best option in terms of 
potential for developing new 
opportunities around the 
reservoir 

  
Best option in terms of 
limitation of actual river 
uses 

 

Natural resources use (on 
a livelihood perspective) 

For this criterionb the best option would be the one that would be located the farthest away from villages and valuable natural resourcesb thereby 
limiting impacts on natural resources (timberb game wildlifeb etc.) 

These options will affect natural resource uses by the local 
population since they are close to C horob  S enghe and 
Koropa. Hunting and timber products will be affected locally. 

Natural resources close to Option 7C  dam and the reservoir are poorly utilized by 
local population as the site is difficult to access and is located upstream from 
villages. 
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Criteria S ite 6ec Option 1 S ite 6ec Option 2 S ite 7cc Option 1 S ite 7cc Option 2 S ite 7cc Option 3 

Regardless of the location of the powerhouseb any of Options 1b 2b 3 have the 
same low impact on actual natural resources use. 

 Best option 

Local population wellbeing 
and safety 

For this criteriab the best option would be the one that would be located the farthest away from villages (including access road). 

Regardless of the optionb the access road through villages would be the sameb according to TR HDP POb the final road alignment is being designed 
to limit disturbances and ensure the safety of villagers. 

All options will necessitate heavy machinery and truck traffic during constructionb so villages nearby the access road will be disturbed. Villagers 
will be at risk of collisions with trucks and will be subjected to noise and vibration from passing trucks. Health and safety precaution will be 
developed.  

Noises and vibration from dam construction could affect 
some nearby villages  

Noise and vibration from dam construction will probably not affect villagers thanks 
to the site’s remote location 

The powerhouse is relatively 
far from settlements. This 
helps reducing flow related 
safety hazards (since the 
powerhouse outlets release 
flows after a night’s storage 
(sudden flows))  

The powerhouse is the 
closest of all options to 
settlementsb this could 
lead to flow related safety 
hazards (since the 
powerhouse outlets 
release flows after a 
night’s storage (sudden 
flows)) 

The powerhouse is close 
to settlementsb this could 
lead to flow related safety 
hazards (since the 
powerhouse outlets 
release flows after a 
night’s storage (sudden 
flows))  

The powerhouse is the 
farthest of allb this 
significantly reduces flow 
related safety hazards 
(since the powerhouse 
outlets release flows after 
a night’s storage (sudden 
flows)) 

The powerhouse is 
relatively far from some 
settlementsb this helps 
reducing flow related 
safety hazards (since the 
powerhouse outlets 
release flows after a 
night’s storage (sudden 
flows)) 

   Best option  

E ffect on downstream 
communities due to 
modified flow and water 
quality 

Regarding water quality impairment during construction and modified flowb any options will have the same effects on communities downstream 
of the dam. There is a slight difference between S ites 6e and 7cb that benefits 7c: the size of the reservoir and the volume of usable storage is 
less for 7c than with 6eb thus limiting the ability to hold back and manage flows. 
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Criteria S ite 6ec Option 1 S ite 6ec Option 2 S ite 7cc Option 1 S ite 7cc Option 2 S ite 7cc Option 3 

Regardless of the optionb supply of potable water to affected communities will be necessary during constructionb and during the first years of postc
impoundment reservoir filling. 

Gender aspects There is no difference between options regarding gender aspects. 

Best option based on socio 
cultural criteria    

S ite 7cc Option 2 is the 
best option based on 
social criteria 

 

E nvironment 

Plant and wildlife habitat 
during construction 

For this criteriab the best option would be the one that would necessitate the smallest surface of natural habitat to be cleared and the option that 
is located the farthest away from primary forestsb as upstream area are more intact and would require longer access roads 

With a toecofcdam 
powerhouse and a location 
closer to the existing access 
road (Black Post Road)b the 
access road will encroach on 
limited area of habitats. 
Moreoverb the site is located 
closer to anthropogenically 
altered areasb which limits the 
losses of forested areas. 

The site is located closer to 
anthropogenically altered 
areas and closer to the 
existing access road 
(Black Post R oad)b which 
limits the losses of forested 
areas. Howeverb the 
powerhouseb located away 
from the damb would lead 
to greater impact on 
habitats. 

Due to the great distance 
between the dam and 
powerhouseb this option 
will necessitate more 
forest clearing than any 
other optionsb especially 
for access roadsb leading 
to greater negative 
impacts on wildlife 
(collisionb disturbancesb 
noiseb vibrationb etc.).  

Due to a toecofcdam 
powerhouseb disturbed 
areas will be limited 

Due to the distance 
between the dam and 
powerhouseb this option 
will necessitate forest 
clearing for access roads 
leading to greater 
negative impacts on 
wildlife.  

Best option     

Plant and wildlife habitat 
during reservoir  
impoundment 

For this criteriab the best option would be the one that inundates the smallest volume of habitat (in m3) 

At reservoir full supply levelb 25.2 x 106 m3 of habitat would 
be inundated At reservoir full supply levelb 7.0 x 106 m3 of habitat would be inundated 

 Best option 
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Criteria S ite 6ec Option 1 S ite 6ec Option 2 S ite 7cc Option 1 S ite 7cc Option 2 S ite 7cc Option 3 

Long term changes to 
habitat 

For this criteriab the best option would be the one that would lead to the least long term pressure on natural resources and the least habitat 
fragmentation. This criteria is important since it deals with long terms effects. 

Being located closer to already disturbed areasb with shorter 
access roadsb these options will better preserve upstream 
natural resources from increased pressure. 

These options are located at the edge of a pristine area with undisturbed forests 
which can shelter more wildlife than disturbed or remnant forestsb especially 
mammals and birds (wildlife surveys have shown that mammals and bird diversity 
is higher in pristine habitats of the study area).  

As determined from plant surveysb undisturbed forests located upstream also 
shelter more vulnerable or threatened plant species than downstream areas. The 
access road that will lead to the dam will probably be used by local populations to 
access remote areas. This will inevitably increase hunting and logging pressure 
on wildlife in pristine areasb and potentially attract new settlers into these areas. 
Habitat fragmentation is also more pronounced with S ite 7c. 

These options are the best ones    

F ish 

For this criteriab the best option would be the one that would lead to the smallest affected length of the Tina R iver and that would limit aquatic 
habitat fragmentation. The further upstream a dam isb and the shorter the bycpassed section isb the less the fragmentation of aquatic habitat will 
be. This criteria does not weight much since the habitat gain from one location to the other is rather small (10 km2). 

Unless a fish pass is installedb the dam will block the migration of fishesb regardless of the option 

With a toecofcdam 
powerhouseb there will be no 
reduced flow reach on the 
Tina R iverb thus reducing 
negative impacts on the length 
of affected river  

This option has a 2 km byc
passed river reach with 
reduced flow 

This option has a 5.7 km 
bycpassed river reach 
with reduced flow  

With a toecofcdam 
powerhouseb there will be 
no reduced flow reach on 
the Tina R iverb thus 
reducing negative 
impacts on the length of 
affected river 

This option has a 1.9 km 
bycpassed river reach 
with reduced flow 

Being located the farthest downstreamb these options lead 
to greater aquatic habitat fragmentation 

Being located the farthest upstreamb these options lead to less aquatic habitat 
fragmentation 
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Criteria S ite 6ec Option 1 S ite 6ec Option 2 S ite 7cc Option 1 S ite 7cc Option 2 S ite 7cc Option 3 

   Best option   

E ndemic species Wildlife surveys and data obtained from the literature have shown that endemicity is common in the S olomon Islands. Howeverb regardless of the 
locationb endemic species could be affected to the same extent. 

Downstream water quality 
for aquatic life 

All options will lead to water quality impairment during construction especially turbidity (suspended solid). Diminished water quality could disturb 
aquatic life 

S ediment continuity 

For this criterionb the best option would be the scheme that leaves the largest river bank volume unaffectedb allowing for more natural 
erosion/deposition processes to take place. The difference between sites isb howeverb small given the small difference in affected (upstream) 
catchment sizeb regardless of the site.  This criteria does not provide much weight in the assessmentb since the gain between one location and 
the other is rather small (10 km2). 

Being located the farthest downstreamb more sediment will 
be trapped by the dam.  

Trap efficiency of the Tina R iver catchment is 750 tons/km2/ 
year (E nturab 2014). Thereforeb this site will trap 101b250 
tons per year of sediment (mostly bed load). 

This site will trap 93b750 tons per year of sediment (mostly bed load). 

 Best option 

Amount of spoils 

For this criterionb the best option would be the one that generates the least amount of spoils (topsoil during road construction and subsoil during 
tunnel excavation). 

With a dam and powerhouse 
located close to the existing 
Black Post Roadb and with a 
toe of dam schemeb this option 
will generate the least amount 
of spoils 

The dam and powerhouse 
are located close to the 
existing Black Post R oad. 
Howeverb tunnel 
excavation will generate 
spoils 

With a dam and 
powerhouse located far 
from the existing black 
post roadb and with the 
longest tunnel of all 
optionsb this scheme will 
generate the greatest 
amount of spoils 

The dam and 
powerhouse are located 
far from the existing 
Black Post R oad. 
Thereforeb a great 
amount of topsoil will be 
excavated for road 
construction 

With a dam and 
powerhouse located far 
from the existing Black 
Post R oadb and with the 
tunnelb this scheme will 
generate a large amount 
of spoils 
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Criteria S ite 6ec Option 1 S ite 6ec Option 2 S ite 7cc Option 1 S ite 7cc Option 2 S ite 7cc Option 3 

 Best option     

Protected area There are no protected areas 

R isk of cumulative impact During constructionb all options may result in cumulative water quality impacts with Gold R idge Mine potential extension project in the Toni R iver 
catchment (also called S PL 194)b with Oil palm industry drainage dischargedb and with logging activities.  

Best option based on 
environmental criteria 

S ite 6e – Option 1 is the best 
option based on 
environmental criteria 

    

Technical and F inancial*      

Net Present Value ($US ) 
(based on 15m3/s flow) 

 

$25m – 38m 

(35m dam – 75m dam) 

$53m – 57m 

(35m dam – 65m dam) 

$90 – 103m 

(35m dam – 65m dam) 

$28 – 47m 

(45m dam – 85m dam) 

$55 – 69m 

(35m dam – 75m dam) 

  Best option   

Unit cost of energy 
($US /MWH) (based on 
15m3/s flow) 

$ 222 – 314 

(35m dam – 75m dam) 

$ 189 – 285 

(35m dam – 65m dam) 

$158 – 193  

(35m dam – 65m dam) 

$ 218 – 312  

(45m dam – 85m dam) 

$ 186 – 248  

(35m dam – 75m dam) 

  Best option   

Annual energy (GWh/a) 
(based on 15m3/s flow) 

26 – 57  38 – 69  59 – 82  34 – 65  39 – 70  

  Best option   

Geological features At the time the Phase 3 report was preparedb some elements of geology were still to be confirmed. Preliminary comparison was made between 
S ite 6ec Option 2 and S ite 7c – option 2.   

Best option based on 
technical and financial 
criteria 

  

S ite 7c – Option 1 is the 
best option based on 
technical and financial 
criteria 
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Criteria S ite 6ec Option 1 S ite 6ec Option 2 S ite 7cc Option 1 S ite 7cc Option 2 S ite 7cc Option 3 

Overall conclusion 
Preliminary Project optimization (optimization of dam height and positionb tunnel size and routeb powerstation size and locationb etc.) has lead 
TR HDP PO to select S ite 7c with its superior economic performance. The site was also trending to fewer social impactsb especially in terms of 
resettlement. 

*this only present a few relevant technical and financial criteriab for the full scope please read the Phase 3 report 
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 E valuation of S elected Ancillary F acilities for Preferred Alternative 
7C  

 F ish Passage 

 Comparison of S elect Ancillary Works and Construction Methods for 
Preferred Project 

The following comparisons have been made for some of the key elements of ancillary 
facilities or construction methods with a view to selecting alternatives offering the best value 
for moneyb while at the same time lessening potential direct and indirect environmental and 
social impacts. 

 Comparison of F ish Pass Options 

Hydropower dams present a barrier to upstream migrating fish andb as a resultb can reduce 
the number of fish species and their numbers in upstream areas.  Consideration wasb 
thereforeb given to methods for enabling fish to move past the dam and access upstream 
areas of the Tina R iver watershed. These included: 

  F ish pass structures – these are of two basic designs depending on whether the fish that 
would use them are free swimming or climbing speciesb both of which are found in the 
Tina R iver.  F reecswimming fish require fish pass structures (e.g.b fish ladders) with 
sufficient water depth and reduced velocities to enable fish to freely swim up and over a 
dam. They are generally comprised of inclined ramps with pool/weir or baffle elements to 
moderate flow velocities and maintain water depth.  C limbing fish may also use pool/weir 
fishwaysb but some will require fish pass structures comprised of ramps with wetted rough 
surfaces (e.g.b carpet or roughened concrete) up which they can pass. For both types of 
fishwayb sufficient flow of water is required at the base of the structures to attract fish to 
enter and continue upwards through the fishway.  

  Trap and haul facilities – these consist of an area of attraction water into which fish are 
either attracted to climb the roughened surface of a wetted ramp to enter a tank in which 
they are trapped (e.g.b for climbing species)b or swim via a short pool/weir structure into a 
tank where they are trapped by a screened cage with a onecway entry. The fish are then 
brailed or pumped out of the trap into a tanker truckb which is then driven to a location 
upstream of the dam where the fish are released. Alternativelyb swimming species can be 
netted where they congregate in the attraction waters at the base of the dam or 
powerhouse tailraceb transferred into tanksb then transported upstream of the dam. 

Consideration has been given to include two forms of trapcandchaul. An engineered trapcandc
haul system to accommodate climbing fish speciesb plusb a system involving netting and 
hauling for swimming speciesb as part of an adaptive management approach to monitor their 
migrations and congregations with a view to designing an effective but inexpensive 
engineered structureb should the results of monitoring support this. Each type of system will 
need to be monitored during operation to determine whether changes to design or operation 
are required to ensure fish passage over the dam. 

Table 4c3 presents the pros and cons of the two approaches for moving fish upstream past 
the dam. 
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Based on this analysisb the trapcandchaul facility was selected as the preferred means of 
ensuring upstream fish passage for the TR HDPb as it offers potentially greater effectivenessb 
better opportunity for adaptive managementb lower capital costb and provides ongoing social 
benefits in the form of employment to operators of the facility. 
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Table 4c3 Pros and Cons of two primary means of fish passage 

 Facilities 

 F ish Pass S tructures (i.e.b pool/weir/baffle fish ladders for 
swimmers and friction ramp fishways for climbers ) 

Trap and Haul Fac ilities  for both swimmers  and climbers  

Parameter Pros Cons Pros Cons 

E ffectiveness 
(environmental) 

c operates with minimal 
human intervention 

c effective at moving species 
for which it is designed up 
and over dam 

c requires potentially 
significant volume of water to 
be effective 

c a given design of fishway 
may not serve all species 
due to different swimming 
capabilities in the case of 
free swimming fish 

c considerable research may 
be needed to design 
fishways for target fish 
species 

c not effective for climbing fish 
attracted into tailrace 

c trapcandchaul facilities are 
capable of moving multiple 
species of fishb if properly 
designed 

c relative simplicity of trapc
andchaul systems facilitates 
use at multiple locations 

c facilities are effective for 
moving both free swimming 
and climbing species of fish 

c will require that trapcandc
haul facilities be installed at 
least at two locations – at 
dam siteb and at tailrace 

c requires that ongoing 
monitoring be undertaken 
such that trapping and 
hauling fish be carried out on 
time and not miss periods 
when schooling fish are 
congregating at trap 
locations 

Compatibility with Adaptive 
Management 

c it may be possible to adapt 
fishway operations to 
multiple species that might 
use the fishway at different 
times of the year by 
adjusting fishway flows 

c costs of changing fishway 
designs once constructedb or 
having to add additional 
fishways of a different design 
as an adaptive management 
technique can be very costly 
and would require additional 
research to justify 

c changing operating flow 
parameters of fishways can 
have a significant cost on a 
project especially if this 

c relatively easy to change 
design and operation of 
trapcandchaul to suit 
different species and 
different migration patterns 
and timing 

c can add an additional trap 
and haul system at the 
mouth of the Ngalimbiu 
R iver when certain species 
school for upstream 
migrationb if this is later 

c minimal when compared to 
fishway structure 
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 Facilities 

 F ish Pass S tructures (i.e.b pool/weir/baffle fish ladders for 
swimmers and friction ramp fishways for climbers ) 

Trap and Haul Fac ilities  for both swimmers  and climbers  

Parameter Pros Cons Pros Cons 

removes flow from power 
generation 

determined to be 
advantageous 

Capital Cost c issue of capital cost is less 
of an issue if multiple 
species can be served by 
the same fishway design 

c high cost relative to trapc
andchaul systemb especially 
since two systemsb one for 
free swimmersb the other for 
climbersb would likely be 
required 

c relatively low capital cost  

Operating and Maintenance 
Costs (direct and indirect)b 
including social costs 

c relatively low if fishway 
design and operation does 
not have to be altered 

c potentially high cost to 
ongoing project operations if 
monitoring determines that 
adaptive management 
requires retrofitting fishwayb 
or additional flows that take 
away from power production 

 

c provides steady 
employment for a small 
number of persons within 
the local community 

c ongoing costs of labourb and 
fuelb maintenance and 
eventually replacement costs 
of the tanker truck 
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 Quarries and Borrow S ites 

Based on the F easibility S tudy carried out by E nturab the quarry / borrow sites selected are the 
closest to the proposed location of the concrete batch plant and are within the Core Areab the land 
that has been acquired for the project. No other suitable quarry / borrow sites are located within the 
Core Area.  If additional stone is requiredb it will be purchased from commercial suppliers. 

 

 Access R oads  

The parameters for siting access roads included: using existing permanent alignments that could 
be upgraded for project purposesb and serve local villages as improved roadways during and after 
construction; avoiding relocating houses and villages; andb where roads did not existb use former 
logging roads providing they could be developed as stable access roadsb or routes along ridgectops 
that could provide stable roadways. Based on these criteriab the main access road was chosen as it 
follows the existing alignment from the highway to Managakiki Village with a diversion to minimise 
physical and economic displacement. F rom Managakiki to the powerhouse and damsiteb the road 
alignment chosen provides for optimum stability. 

 Drilling and Blasting 

A variety of drilling methods were examinedb including the use of pneumatic and hydraulic drills. 
Hydraulic drills were chosen due to their lower noise profile. 

S tandard blasting methods were chosen sinceb for the most partb blasting will occur 2 or more 
kilometres from the nearest settlements. Notwithstandingb for safety purposesb blasting mats will be 
employed to minimise the spread of shot rock from the blasts. 

 Conclusions 

Under the proposed S ite 7c Option for the TR HDPb no villages or households in the Tina R iver Valley 
will need to be physically resettled. There will be some loss of resources in the upper catchmentb 
especially fishing and forest materialsb due to creation of the reservoirb access road clearingb and in 
the “lowcflow” section of the river between dam and powerhouse. The latter is of central importance 
to the people living at C horob Koropab and S engheb and to those engaged in timber milling alongside 
the river.  

Development of S ite 7c will generate significantly fewer social impacts on local communities than the 
other options previously advanced and assessed (S ite 6a and S ite 6e). S ite 7c isb thereforeb a 
significant improvement from a social and cultural point of view. The main issueb loss of clean fresh 
water supplies for all riverside communities located downstream during the project’s constructionb 
will need to be addressed by the Project. 

In terms of environmental impactsb development of S ite 7c will generate greater disturbance in the 
long term due to the presence of a 5.7 km bycpassed stretch of riverb which will be affected by reduced 
nightctime flowsb and the presence of an upgraded allcseason road that passes close to undisturbed 
forested areas along the reservoir. This access road can be a strong agent of changeb as new settlers 
could arriveb placing additional pressure on natural resources. To mitigate the potential impact of the 
access roadb the original core land owners have been included in the process by the establishment 
of a core land company which will make decisions with respect to the use and access of the core 
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landb including the access road to the dam. Further mitigation will be the closure of the dam access 
road for public traffic except operation and maintenance vehicles.  A minimum environmental flow 
will be a requirement for dam operation to mitigate environmental impacts in the lowcflow sectionb 
and the project’s monitoring program will provide information to allow the effectiveness of the flow to 
be evaluated and appropriate adjustments to be made. 

To mitigate impacts on upstream fish passageb a trap and haul system is proposedb combined with 
an adaptive management approach to monitor and adjust the scheme. 

Of the two options that made it to final reviewb S ite 6e and S ite 7cb S ite 7c is the superior option from 
both a technical and economic perspectiveb with the best NPVb best unit cost of energy and best 
annual energy production. 

Based on more favourable expected technical and economic outcomesb fewer social impactsb and 
environmental impacts thatb while not as favourableb should be manageableb S ite 7c was chosen as 
the preferred project alternative to carry forward for a full environmental land social impact 
assessment. 
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 PHY S IC AL  E NVIR ONME NT BAS E LINE  

 INTR ODUCTION  

This section describes the existing baseline physical environmental conditions within the projectc
affected area. Biological environmental baseline conditions are discussed in S ection 6 (Terrestrial) 
and S ection 7 (Aquatic).  

The information on the environmental baseline is based on detailed oncsite environmental studies 
and fieldcsurveys carried out by the E S IA team from August to S eptember 2013b for the purposes of 
preparing the initial ES IA. Additionalb supplementary studies were conducted in the field to address 
followcup review comments. The regional information on the study areas is based on a review of 
secondary literatureb supported by field studiesb interpretation of available topographic imageryb and 
review of the E nvironmental S coping R eport (E ntuab 6 J une 2012) and the Feasibility S tudy R eport 
Phase 2 (E nturab J une 2012).  

The objective of the environmental baseline was to assess the present state of the environmental 
conditions in the project areab and to provide a basis for evaluating environmental impacts and issues 
related to project design and constructionb operations and maintenanceb and decommissioning and 
rehabilitation.  

The description of the physical environment is based on secondary and primary data sourcesb 
including the report entitled “E ngineering Geological Assessment of Tina R iver Hydro Projectb 
Guadalcanalb S olomon Islands” (GeoR isk S olutionsb 2012); Entura’s feasibility study (2014); and site 
visits made by the E S IA team involved in preparing the initial E S IA. 

 TOPOGR APHY  AND GE OMOR PHOLOGY  
The Ngalimbiu R iver is a large river draining in a northerly direction from some of the highest peaks 
(2000+ m) on the island of Guadalcanal. The river has two main tributariesb the Tina and Toni 
rivers. The Tina R iver catchment is more than three times larger than the Toni R iver.  The 
catchment area of the Tina R iver is about 150 km2 compared to 45 km2 for the Toni R iver.  The 
Tina R iver contains a diverse fish community and is unaffected by human development in its upper 
reaches. The gradient of the river increases with distance upstream (Table 5c1).  Downstream of 
the Tina/Toni confluence the gradient is 2.3 m/km.  This increases to about 5 m/km between the 
Tina/Toni confluence and the powerhouse site. Upstream of this the gradient continues to increase 
and is an average of about 9.3 m/km through the reach between the dam and powerhouseb and is 
steep (19 m/km) between the dam and the head of the proposed reservoir. 
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Table 5c1 Distanceb elevation and gradient of key sections of the T ina R iver 

Location 

Distance 
from sea 
(km) 

E levation 
(m amsl) 

Gradient 
(m/km) 

E stuary 0 0 0.0 

Tina/Toni 
confluence 19 43 2.3 

Powerhouse 
site 24.7 73 5.2 

Dam site 30.1 123 9.3 

Proposed 
reservoir 
reach 32.7 172 18.8 

 

The changes in gradient with distance upstream are reflected in the substrate and morphology. In 
the lower reaches downstream of the Tina/Toni confluenceb the river is relatively wide and the 
substrate is dominated by sand and gravel. The bars and braiding are evidence of bedload 
movement during floods. From the Tina/Toni confluence to approximately 1 km upstream of Tina 
Village the river gradient is lowb and the river unconfined with a substrate comprised of cobbleb 
gravel and sand. The aquatic habitat comprises mainly wide runs and riffles. Upstream of thisb the 
river becomes steeper and more confined and boulders are presentb as well as cobblesb gravel and 
sand. The runs and riffles are generally narrowerb with occasional rapids and places where the river 
splits into two channels. There are also pools which form where the river flows against a bedrock 
bank and changes direction.  Upstream of the powerhouse siteb the river becomes even more 
confined and steeper (50 m in 5.4 km). 

Some villages (e.g.b Mangakiki and Marava) are located on flatb low elevation ridgesb connected by 
Black Post R oad. The elevation of this road ranges from 23masl at Kukum Highway junctionb to 
235masl at its terminus at Mangakiki villageb a distance of 12km. Black Post R oad grades are less 
than 10%b with the average grade around 2%. Other villages (e.g.b Koropab Chorob S engueb Habusib 
Pachukib etc.) are situated along the edge of the Tina R iver. These villages are separated from one 
another by steeply sloped ridges. The Ngalimbiu R iver runs through flat coastal plainsb where human 
settlements are more numerous.   

The dam site is located in a narrow valley comprised of steep slopes and narrow ridge crests. The 
valley sides at the site of the dam abutments are very steep (30 to 45 slope)b and rise to the ridgeline 
that crests at approximately 200masl. 

 GE OLOGY  AND S OILS  

The Tina R iver is located within five key lithological unitsb as follows (E nturab 2014):  

 Conglomerate (Tpn: Lower and Upper Toni Conglomerate members)  

 Limestone (Tmb: Mbetilonga Limestone)  

 Sandstone (Tpe: Mbetivatu S andstone)  

 Calcarenite (Tmt: Tina Calcarenite)  
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 Suta Volcanics  

F igure 5c1 includes a map of the local geology found within the Project area. Dam site 7c is the 
relevant site. 

F igure 5c1 Local Geology 

 

S ource: E ntura (2014) 

In addition to these formationsb faults and karst are present in the project area. The presence of karst 
means that sandstone and conglomerate beds have a significantb soluble calcareous content. E ntura 
(2014) considered it most likely that karst features are relatively minor and unlikely to lead to 
significant geotechnical concern. The proposed S ite 7c location for the dam lies within the Toni 
Conglomerate Formation. This site is composed mostly of sandstone bedsb interbedded with 
conglomerate beds (E nturab 2014). The majority of the proposed reservoir area lies within limestoneb 
overlain by calcarenite. The proposed headrace tunnel and powerhouse are also located within the 
Toni Conglomerate. 
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Soils that cover the steep slopes of the construction areab adjacent to the Tina R iverb are shallow 
and unstable. They are comprised of colluvial rock debris. Howeverb in stable areasb soils are deep 
and leached. Based on field observationsb topsoils close to the proposed access road that will 
connect to the dam site are primarily composed of organic redcbrown clay loamb or clay siltb with 
underlying weathered sandstone. Organic matter is primarily restricted to the first 10cm of the topsoil. 
These soils possess moderate to high fertilityb resulting in rapid regeneration of vegetation following 
disturbanceb as long as the topsoil remains undisturbed. C onverselyb weathered soils observed in 
disturbed forested areas often become lateriticb are poor in nutrientsb and do not facilitate rapid plant 
regeneration.  

Along Black Post R oadb soils are sandy and have low organic matter contentb which does not allow 
for rapid regeneration. In the S olomon Islandsb surface soil horizons are usually rich in organicc
matterb while underlying mineral horizons contribute poorly to plant growth (S OPAC b 2007). In 
Guadalcanalb most soils are acidic (pH 3 to 5) (S OPACb 2007).  

 CLIMATE  AND ME TE OR OLOGY  

Average daily temperatures in Guadalcanal range from 22C  to 31C throughout the yearb with a 
yearly average of 26.6C  in Honiara. The island has a tropical moist climate with regular rainfall. 
R ainfall increases with altitude and is higher on the windward coast (S outh shore). Annual rainfall at 
both Honiariab and Honiara International Airport (also known as Henderson Airport)b is 1972mmb with 
summer months being the driest. F igure 5c2 (E nturab 2013) shows the trend in rainfall.  

Historic rainfall records for Tina R iver do not exist. Howeverb based on modeling undertaken by 
Entura (2012)b it was estimated that annual rainfall at the dam site exceeds 2500mm. The same 
model predicts in excess of 3500mm of total annual rainfall in the headwater reaches of the Tina 
R iver. 

F igure 5c2 Average monthly rainfall at Honiara and Henderson Airport 

 

Month 1 is J anuary 
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In Guadalcanalb cyclones are most likely to occur between November and Aprilb and are associated 
with extreme rainfall events.  

In May 1986b cyclone Namu contributed 1200mm of rainfall over a period of a few daysb causing 
rivers to overflow their banks. Water depth at the project site was said to be 7m. The Ngalimbiu R iver 
depth reached 7.2mb with a peak discharge of 2b460 m3/s (Baines & Danitofeab 1987). The extreme 
rainfall associated with Cyclone Namu contributed to major floodsb mudflows and landslides thatb in 
combinationb transported logs down the rivers destroying villages and the bridge spanning the 
Ngalimbiu R iver. 

The floods and mudflows precipitated by C yclone Namu reshaped the course of the Tina R iverb and 
deposited highly fertile silt. The deposited silt has improved soil fertility for the communities that plant 
cropsb and has permitted sustained intense market gardening.  

An analysis of a map of sediment deposit patterns from Baines & Danitofea (1987) shows that 
following C yclone Namub communities downstream from Habusi received up to 50cm of deposited 
sediments. S ediment plumes at the mouth of the Ngalimbiu R iver mouth extended almost one 
kilometer offshore.  

Meteorological events are important element in people’s livesb as they have influenced decisions to 
move from one location to another. People that currently reside in the project area were originally 
from the upper Tina R iver catchment area. Landslidesb floods such as those caused by C yclone 
Namub and heavy rains were often mentioned during social surveysb as reasons for moving to 
downstream areas where the effects of these events are less severe. Heavy rain often brings floods 
that destroy gardens along Ngalimbiu R iver. Fear of extreme meteorological events is still very strong 
among villagers. 

 L ANDS LIDE S b R OCK S LIDE S  AND S E IS MICITY  

 Landslides and Rockslides 

A significant number of landslides occur within the Tina R iver catchmentb particularly on the steeper 
slopes. Howeverb they remain relatively smallb and are primarily associated with rockslides along 
bedding planes. S lope instability is an active and ongoing process within the proposed reservoir area 
(E nturab 2014). 

A rockslide of 2Mm3 to 3Mm3 volume is visible at the upstream end of the proposed reservoir. A 
historic rockslide of 0.3Mm3b caused by an earthquakeb blocked the Tina R iver in the proposed 
reservoir area creating a 20m high dam. One year laterb the natural dam failedb and caused one 
causality downstream (anecdotal). 

Other slope failures are located in the upstream end of the proposed reservoirb in S uta Volcanics. 
Largecscale landslides are unlikely to directly affect the dam.  

 S eismicity 

The damsite is located in an area of significant seismicity (GeoR isk S olutionsb 2012). 
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The U.S . Geological S urvey (US GS ) notes that along the S outh S olomon trenchb the seismicity is 
predominantly related to subduction tectonicsb and large earthquakes are common. Fourteen 
earthquakes having a magnitude of greater than 7.5b have been recorded since 1900. On 01 April 
2007b an intercplate megathrust earthquake of a magnitude of 8.1 occurred at the western end of the 
trenchb that generated a tsunami that killed at least 40 people. This was the third megathrust event 
associated with this subduction zone in the past century; the other two having occurred in 1939 and 
1977 (GeoR isk S olutionsb 2012).  

GeoR isk S olutions (2012) recommended that a sitecspecific seismic hazard evaluation be 
undertaken for the Project. This evaluation was undertaken by the S eismology R esearch Centre in 
February and October 2014. The evaluation employed probabilistic seismic hazard assessment 
(PSHA) using an earthquake recurrence model that considered the seismicity and geology of the 
area.  

Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA)b a measure of the amplitude of the earthquake motionb has been 
calculated for the TR HDP as being 0.286 gb based on an earthquake of R ichter magnitude ML 4 or 
greaterb and 0.273gb based on earthquakes of R ichter magnitude ML 5 or greater. This is based on 
a return period of 475 yearsb with a 10% chance of exceedance in 50 yearsb and assumes a Vs30 
value of 1000m/s.  

During feasibility studiesb a pseudocstatic seismic stability analysis was undertaken to assess the 
potential damage caused by the earthquake and a postcearthquake analysis was undertaken to 
assess the stability of the dam after earthquake events. Conclusions of this evaluation will assist in 
the final design of the dam.  

  R IVE R  (F LUVIAL ) GE OMOR PHOLOGY  

The Tina R iver is a single channel meandering river. It has a torrential behavior with regular flash 
floods. The texture of its bed includes gravelb cobbles and bouldersb and fine and coarsecgrained 
sand. In the higher elevation headwaters of the Tina R iverb very large boulders are intertwined with 
logsb attesting to the power of its water velocity during floods. Along its banksb some areas have large 
fluvial deposits. 

The R iver flows through three main geological areas: 

 Volcanicsb upstream of the S tudy area and upstream of the Njarimbisu bend area;  

 Limestone from the Njarimbisu to the middle reaches of of the Tina R iver;  

 Sandstoneb where the Tina R iver flows through villages upstream of the Toni R iver. 

The following sections describe the Tina R iver from its upper catchment to its mouth. F igures 5c3 
through 5c8 uses Google E arth imagery to identify morphological features of the R iver. In additionb 
Annex 1: Description of the Aquatic S urvey S tations (see Annex R eport) describes the river’s 
morphology at each fish sampling station.   

 Upper Catchment Area 

F igure 5c3 presents an aerial view of the Tina R iver headwaters (270masl)b which are comprised of 
the junction of two main rivers: Vohara R iver (1) and Mbeambea R iver (2) and a minor tributary: 
Njarimbisu R iver (3). Becho R iver (4)b a tributary of the Vohara is located further upstream. 
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This section is characterized by sequences of pools and rapids and sharp meanders. Major bouldersb 
some greater than 3 m diameterb have accumulated along the channel bars. These large boulders 
indicate that intense floods occasionally occur within this reach. Boulder clasts are predominantly 
volcanic in origin. 

This reach of the Tina R iver flows along a northcsouth orientated thrust fault (GeoR isk S olutionsb 
2012).  

F igure 5c3 T ina R iver headwaters 

 

S ource: Google E arthb 2014 

 Tina R iver Gorge 

The Tina R iver enters steep limestone gorges (F igure 5c4) where its course is more confined and 
less meandering. At this location most of the river’s course is made of rapids. In many areasb river 
banks are dominated by rock outcrops. This area is the site of a major historic landslide (1) of around 
200b000m3. The dam and reservoir site are located in this area (2). At the dam siteb the river lies at 
an altitude of approximately 122masl. 
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F igure 5c4 Tina R iver Gorge with dam site (S ite 7c) and reservoir 

 

S ource: Google E arthb 2014 

 Meandering R iver Toward the Plain 

F igure 5c5 illustrates the river reach downstream of the dam site (1)b the river gradually flows through 
an area having shallower slopes and many meanders. The powerhouse (2) will be located in this 
area. The density of human settlements also gradually increases as the river flows through villagesb 
until it is joined by the Toni R iver (3).  

F igure 5c5 Tina R iver between damsite (7c) and Toni R iver confluence 

 

S ource: Google E arthb 2014 
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F igures 5c6 and 5c7 illustrate the sharp meander bendsb channel braidingb and other depositionc
erosion features associated with intense flash floods that have the capacity to rapidly shape the river. 
The inside curves of the meander bends show large point bars of alluvial deposits comprised of 
cobbles and bouldersb while the outside curves show marked cut banks in sandstone. In this areab 
both size and position of meanders have changed throughout timeb and sometimes quickly as a result 
of weather related eventsb such as C yclone Namu. One example of rapid river channel migration is 
the behaviour of the Tina R iver (3) at “Tina’s old meander (1)” adjacent to Tina Village (2) where the 
channel quickly shifted from a straight line channel to a large meander channel before its junction 
with Toni R iver (4). The following example shows the evolution of the Tina R iver channel within one 
year. 

F igure 5c6 Tina R iver before channel shifted 

 

S ource: Google E arthb 2013 

F igure 5c7 Tina R iver after channel shifted 

 

S ource: Google E arthb 2014 
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The riverbed and the adjacent terrace are comprised of rounded cobbles and bouldersb 
predominately less than 0.5m in diameterb within a matrix of silty sand. 

 Tina and Toni R iver Confluence: Ngalimbiu R iver 

F igure 5c8 illustrates the flat coastal plainb located downstream of the confluence of the Toni and 
Tina riversb where they give rise to the Ngalimbiu R iver. The Ngalimbiu R iver flows across an area 
characterized by denser human settlementb and other anthropogenic human activitiesb such as gravel 
extraction. Drainage from agricultural landsb such as oil palm plantationsb enters the river. During 
Cyclone Namub sediments from the Ngalimbiu R iver extended across this coastal plain in a path 
more than 6km wide (Baines & Danitofeab 1987). The Ngalimbiu R iver also shows intense depositionc
erosion processes at workb as illustrated by sharp meanders and fluvial deposits. 

At the confluence of the Tina and Toni riversb the elevation is approximately 40masl. 

A small delta has formed at the mouth of the Ngalimbiu R iver where it enters the S olomon Sea at 
Lasa Point (close to Tenaru Bay).  

F igure 5c8 Ngamimbiu R iver flood plain 

 

S ource: Google E arthb 2014 

 R IVE R  HY DR OLOGY  

The Tina R iver catchment covers an area of approximately 150km2. Upstream of the dam siteb the 
catchment covers an area of about 125km2.  
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The Tina R iver is comprised of three rivers: the Mbeambeab the Voraha and the Njarimbisu rivers. 
The Tina R iver’s catchment area is delineated by: Chupu Kama to the E ast; Mount Mbutohaina 
(1649m) to the West; and a chain of mountains to the S outhb including Mount Tambunanguu 
(1902m)b Mount Popohanatungga (1877m)b and Mount Turipukumahi (1636m). Mount 
Popomanaseu (2310m)b the highest mountain of the S olomon Islandsb is located just outside of the 
Tina R iver catchment.  

The Tina R iver meets the Toni R iver 17.8km downstream from the Tina R iver’s headwaters. The 
Toni R iver is a much smaller river with a catchment of approximately 45km2b and a flow roughly 1/3 
that of the Tina R iver.  

To model the flow of the Tina R iverb a river level and rainfall gauging site was installed upstream of 
the proposed dam site. Another rainfallcgauging site was installed in the upper catchment at Chupu 
Kama. Hourly rainfall data has been collected since midcJ une 2010. R iver water levels and flows 
were collected until April 2014 when equipment was destroyed by flooding. The levels and flows 
have been obtained to allow development of a rating curve for the site (E nturab 2014). 

According to E ntura (2014)b the lack of longcterm rainfall data within the upper Tina R iver catchment 
is a major constraint to estimating the catchment rainfall and flow at the proposed dam site. 

Two years of additional data have been acquired  and this has allowed E ntura to develop a 
hydrological model and synthesise a longcterm flow data series for the Tina R iver.  One of the 
conclusions from the additional data and the longcterm (29 years) flow analysis is a reduction of the 
fully absorbed energy of the scheme from 84.7 Gwh to 80.6 Gwh.   

 Duration Curves of S pecific Y ield 

According to E ntura (2014)b the duration curves of specific yield for the Tina R iver is 0.097m3/s/km2b 
which means thatb on averageb when moving downstreamb for every additional km2 of Tina R iver 
catchmentb the yield increases by 0.097m3/s. 

 Average F low 

F low data were taken from the Feasibility S tudy prepared by E ntura (2014). Tina R iver gauging 
station is located in the upper catchment area between the confluences of the Tina R iver and the 
Voraha and Mbeambea rivers (see location at A3 in F igure 5c3). F low data has been collected by 
automatic gauging and telemetry from 15 J une  2010 to April 2014. Plans are underway to reinstate 
the gauging station.    

According to E ntura (2014)b the average monthly flow at damb estimated from extended recordsb was 
11.5 m3/s. This flow was used in the estimating energy production for the TR HDP scheme.  

Using available data from the gauging station upstream of the proposed dam siteb for the period 15 
J une 2010 to 21 September 2013b the average flow at dam site in the wet season (December first to 
March 31) was estimated to be 19.40 m3/sb and the average flow at dam site in the dry season (April 
1 to November 30)b was estimated to be 12.72 m3/s. This data shows that the average flow appears 
higher than the average flow obtained from the extended records. 
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Table 5c2 shows the average flow on a monthly basisb based on the same data. J anuary shows 
abnormally low values. Although the wet seasonb this could be the result of abnormally dry conditions 
that occurred in J anuary 2011b 2012 and 2013. Alternativelyb this may have been the result of an 
error in recording measurements at the gauging station. There is considerable variation around the 
average flowb as illustrated by the figures in the minimum and maximum columns.  

Table 5c2 Monthly flow at damsite (15 J une 2010 to 21 S eptember 2013) 

Months Average monthly 
flow at dam site 

(m3/s) 

Minimum recorded  
(m3/s) 

Maximum recorded 
(m3/s) 

J anuary 13.87 5.97 120.94 

February 21.48 4.96 342.38 

March 21.94 6.55 233.54 

April 18.23 5.04 141.84 

May 14.27 4.53 201.50 

J une 8.69 3.83 185.64 

J uly 10.55 3.42 222.93 

August 10.81 3.01 234.85 

S eptember 11.62 2.85 220.06 

October 12.90 3.91 176.93 

November 17.12 3.26 445.62 

December 20.46 4.83 298.33 

The Phase 3 addendum report based on the 29 years of river flow modelling shows a dry season 
flow (between J une and S eptember) of 7.5 m3/s with increasing flow in S eptember and a wet season 
flow up to 20 m3/s occurring in December to J anuary. This is shown in F igure 5c9 below. 
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F igure 5c9 S easonal river flows 

 

Table 5c3 identifies flow percentiles of longcterm estimated flow at the dam site. F low percentiles 
provide precise information about occurrences of flows. 

Table 5c3 F low percentiles for longcterm estimated flow at damsite 

F low Percentile 
Average daily flow 

transposed to dam site 
(m3/s) 

10 5.1 

25 8.0 

50 11.8 

75 17.0 

90 25.4 

S ource: E ntura (2014) 

Table 5c3 is interpreted as follow: 

 On an annual basisb average daily flow is less than 5.1m3/sb 10% of the time. This also means 
that for 90% of the timeb flow is greater than 5.1m3/s. 

 On an annual basisb average daily flow is less than 25.4m3/sb 90% of the time. This also means 
that for 10% of the timeb flow is greater than 25.4m3/s. 
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 F low Difference Between Toni R iver and Tina R iver 

A rapid comparison (Table 5c4) of flows between the Tina R iver and Toni R iver was made during the 
rainy season to quantify the flow input of the Toni R iver on the Ngalimbiu R iver. The following table 
shows that the Toni R iver has a flow roughly 1/3 that of the Tina R iver. At approximately 45km2b the 
Toni R iver catchment covers an area approximately 1/3 that of the Tina R iver catchmentb which 
covers roughly 150km2.  

Table 5c4 Comparison of flows between T ina and Toni rivers 

S tation Location Date Width 
(m) 

Water 
level (m) at 

different 
locations 

Water 
Velocity 
(s) for 
20 m 

Water 
Velocity 

(m/s) 

E stimated 
flow 

(m3/s) 

A5B 

Tina R iver 
(before its 
confluence 
with Toni) 

11/02/14 46.40 

0.28 35 0.57 

28.99 0.28 20 1 

1.10 11 1.82 

A6B 

Toni R iver 
(before its 
confluence 
with Tina) 

11/02/14 19 0.50 42 0.48 7.16 

 F lood Frequency 

The Tina R iver flood frequency curve is derived from the Lungga R iver flood frequency curveb as 
measured at Lungga Bridge. The Lungga frequency curveb with up to 1:200 Annual E xceedance 
Probability (AE P)b was scaled to the Tina R iver catchment using catchment area and rainfall scaling. 

The maximum observed flow over a period of three years in the Tina R iver is 445m3/sb which is close 
to the 1:5 AE P event.  This means thatb staticallyb this AE P event could take place every 5 yearsb or 
that there is a 1 in 5 chance that it will occur every year). F igure 5c10 and Table 5c5 show the 
preliminary estimate of flood frequency curve at the dam site. 
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F igure 5c10 Preliminary estimate of flood frequency curve at damsite 

S ource: E ntura (2014) 

Table 5c5 Preliminary peak inflow estimates for Tina R iver damsite 

AE P (1 : Y ear) Peak F low (m3/s) 

1.01 60 

2 245 

5 460 

10 610 

20 800 

50 1100 

100 1375 

200 1690 

1b000 2340 

10b000 3290 

100b000 4140 

1b000b000 5050 

S ource: E ntura (2014) 
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The spillway has been designed to pass a Maximum F lood Level of an AE P equals to 1:10b000b 
which is 3b290 m3/s. In comparisonb according to E nturab 2014 Cyclone Namu was approximately a 
1:50 eventb meaning thatb statisticallyb it can occur once every 50 yearsb or that it has a 1 in 50 chance 
of occurring every year. This compares to data provided in Baines & Daitofea (1987)b which indicated 
that cyclone Namu had a peak discharge at the Ngalimbiu R iver mouth of 2b460 m3/sb meaning that 
it was a 1:1b000 event.  

 F lash F loods 

The Tina R iver experiences flash floods almost immediately after heavy rainfall events occur in the 
upper catchment. F low and water level can change rapidly during such events. Heavy rainfalls in the 
upper catchment are visible from afarb and people use this visual cue as a warning of an impending 
flash flood. On 11 November 2010b a spectacular flood occurred that increased the flow from 8.7m3/s 
to 445.65m3/s in only four hours (see graph in F igure 5c11).   

F igure 5c11 E xample of a significant flash flood that occured on 11 November 2010 

  

Data based on Tina R iver gauging station 

In area where the Tina R iver runs through gorgesb water can quickly rise up to 2 meters in elevation. 
Whereasb elsewhere these flash floods briefly inundate riparian areas and replenish wetlands. 

A dam at 7C  can become a means of controlling flash flood for the downstream communities.  The 
Hydro powerstation will have accessories to monitor flow installed and this can be used to advise the 
downstream communities about possible flooding and the level of flooding can be more easily 
determined.  The downstream communities can access this information to take appropriate actions 
if required.  The downstream communities should not experience any significant changes to the 
current flooding characteristics as the volume of water flowing down the Tina river after the power 
station will not be impacted after the power station.   

Cl
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 Tina R iver Tributaries in the R educed F low R each 

A number of smallb seasonal tributaries enter the Tina R iver between the dam and powerhouse sites 
(i.e.b “reduced flow reach”). These streams are valuable aquatic resources that will need to be 
protected during road construction.  

These small left and right bank tributaries cover an area of 1b042ha (+/c 10 km2). Given the specific 
yield of 0b097m3/s/km2b calculated for the watershed upstream of the damb with its higher elevation 
and rainfallb the runcoff supply from the smaller tributaries entering the reduced flow reach is 
estimated to be less than 0.97m3/s (~1m3/s) on average. Henceb this represents only a small 
proportion of Tina R iver flow. Table 5c6 identifies the length of the tributaries that enter the reduced 
flow reach. 

Table 5c6 Left and right bank tributary streams 

S mall left bank tributaries of Tina R iver 
Length of the 
tributary (m) 

Vurahairauha 1149 

Vurapokola 1088 

Valemalamala 362 

Choro 250 

Hainalovo 511 

S enge 314 

Nembo 607 

S mall right bank tributaries of Tina R iver  

Kaka’uha 3044 

J arikela 757 

Puaka 3760 

Valebou 3113 

Valepohopoho 509 

Mbabakoechir 273 

Aho 406 

Chongo 853 

Chanbaulo 446 

Pihu  645 

Koeropa 705 

Lotulotu 583 
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 R IVE R  S E DIME NT TR ANS POR T 

According to E ntura (2014)b alluvial deposits are the predominant rivercbed material. It is assumed 
that the depth of alluvium reaches approximately 10 m within the river channel. Althoughb alluvium 
deposits within the Option 6 area extended to a depth of 25m. Alluvial terraces occur adjacent to the 
current river course and bars. Terraces vary from 1.5m to 5m above the current river level. They are 
comprised of cobbles and bouldersb predominately less than 50cm in diameterb with a matrix of silty 
sand. At some locationsb large boulders up to 3m in diameter are foundb indicating that intense floods 
occasionally occur.  

Bed load sediment ranges in size from silts and sands in low flow areab to large boulders in very high 
flow areas. Bed load sediments are materials likely to be deposited into the storage reservoir because 
of reduced water velocityb and will accumulate over time in the dead storage zone of the reservoir 
and areb thereforeb unlikely to be transported downstream. In addition to bed loadb additional material 
may be transported into the reservoir from landslidesb and from surficial materials eroded from the 
land as a result of upstream logging and construction activities.  

According to E ntura (2014)b bed load sediments deposited in the Tina riverbed and alluvial bars 
range from 0.1mm to 100mm in sizeb as shown in F igure 5c12 (sample taken in the vicinity of S ite 
7c). 

F igure 5c12 Particle size distribution of bed load sediment and alluvial bars in the Tina R iver 

 

S ource: E ntura (2014) 

By opposition to bed load sedimentsb suspended sediment are material transported by the river that 
remain in suspension even when water velocity is reduced. These materials are likely to be 
transported downstream through the headrace tunnel and turbines. S andb silt and clay make up 
suspended sediments. Based on field surveys by E ntura (2014)b total suspended solids in Tina 
waters range from 8mg/L to 157mg/L.     
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Based on trap efficiency for the suspended sediment of 50% and 100% for bed loadb E ntura (2014) 
has estimated that the amount of material (both suspended sediment and bed load) that will be 
trapped would be of 750t/km2/year (93b750 tons per year or 45b000m3)  would be deposited in the 
reservoir. It would therefore take about 65 years until the reservoir fills to the intake invert level at 
162.5masl. 

Despite the dam acting as a barrier for sedimentation transport to the downstream areasb the over 
topping of the dam during flooding will continue to carry sediments from tributaries downstream of  
the dam and this will continue to supply sediments to the downstream communities which will  allow 
them to continue with their livelihood activities such as gardening on fertile land along the river bank.  

 A IR  QUALITY      

Air quality is generally excellent in the Project area and there are no air quality noncattainment areas 
in the vicinity. Construction activities can be sources of dust pollution during wind events in the 
general region.  

Impacts: There would be shortcterm dust impacts during excavation work although this would be 
limited to fugitive dust emissions and emissions from machinery and vehicles used and dust control 
would be followed during construction. There would be no negative longcterm adverse impacts on air 
quality due to operation and maintenance of the hydropower facilities. As with other hydropower 
projectsb there would be an offset of emissions of carbon dioxide and other green house gases. 

 WATE R  QUALITY  

 General Water Quality 

Tables 5c7 and 5c8 include water quality results for both dry and rainy seasonsb respectively. The 
locations of water quality sampling stations are set out in Table 5c9b at the end of this section. Dry 
season water sampling was carried out in J uly and August 2013 and rainy season sampling was 
carried out in February 2014.  

Generally speakingb the water quality in the upper Tina R iverb upstream of inhabited areasb is 
assumed to be good owing to there being no anthropogenic sources (i.e.b no domestic useb no gold 
panningb etc.) of pollution. Natural peaks in turbidity following flash flood events are considered to be 
the primary cause of degraded water quality. C urrent water quality in the Tina R iver does not appear 
to be a limiting factor for aquatic lifeb given this low level of pollution.
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Table 5c7 Dry season surface water quality monitoring results  

 
* Norms for R ivers in tropical Australia 

ADWG: Australian Drinking Water Guidelines; WHO: World Health Organization 

S tations A10Cb A10 D and A10E  are not mappedb they were taken in the river mouth at the shore line about 20m upstream inland and about 20m downstream in the river outflow outside of the shoreline. 
The conductivity measurements clearly show thatb at the time of the observationb there was no estuarine effect: the freshwater flows directly to the sea. No salinity gradient inland. This was confirmed 
by the presence of fresh water helophytes and can toad tadpoles at the river mouth. 
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Table 5c8 R ainy season surface water quality sampling results 

 

* Norms for R iver in tropical Australia 

ADWG: Australian Drinking Water Guidelines; WHO: World Health Organization 
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Table 5c9 Table of location of water quality sampling sites 

S tation Area R iver Location Chainage* WQ sample 

A1 Upper catchment BichocVoraha R iv. confluence CH c1km X  

A2 Upper catchment Mbembea R iver confluence CH c1km X  

A3 Upper Tina T ina R iver Gauging st CH 1km X  

7C  Middle Tina T ina R iver Dam CH 7km  

A4 Middle Tina T ina R iver Koropa CH 11km  

A5 Middle Tina T ina R iver S engue CH 11.5km  

A6 Upper Ngalimbiu Toni R iver Horohutu CH 19km X  

A7 Upper Ngalimbiu Ngalimbiu R iv. Kathihana CH 20km X  

A8 Lower Ngalimbiu Ngalimbiu R iv. Ngalimbiu CH 28km X  

A9 Lower Ngalimbiu Ngalimbiu R iv.. S aele CH 34km X  

A10a Mouth area Old Ng. mouth Komporo CH 36 km X  

A10b Mouth area New Ng. mouth Komporo CH 37 km X  

* Based on E ntura Phase 1 chainageb starting at Tina R iver between the upstream confluence of the Mbeambea and the 
Voraha (chainage 0km) 

For further details on the location of the water quality sampling sites see S ection 7.3.3. 

 S pecific Water Quality Parameters 

 Turbidity  

During the dry season water quality sampling (August 2013)b the water was very clear in the vicinity 
of the gauging station (turbidity of 1 NTU or less). In the Toni R iverb a high turbidity (9.7 NTU) was 
observed on a rainy day. In the Ngalimbiu section (Horohutu to S aele)b turbidity values were 
significantly higherb ranging from 5NTU to 9NTU (5NTU is considered as noticeable when observing). 
The maximum turbidity (12NTU) was observed at the mouth of the R iver. 

During the rainy season water quality sampling (February 2014)b the water was less clear than it had 
been at the same location during the dry season water quality sampling. In all river stationsb turbidity 
was higher than the World Health Organisation’s (WHO) recommended norm of 5NTU for drinking 
water. At the time the rainy season sampling was conductedb frequent heavy high rainfall events 
were generating silt and soil laden runoff originating from within the large catchment area.  

Turbidity in downstream reaches of the Tina R iver (16.1NTU) was higher than in the downstream 
reaches of the Toni R iver (2.52NTU). As would be expected by these NTU levelsb visuallyb the Toni 
R iver was also much clearer than the Tina R iver. The difference between the water clarity in the two 
rivers could be explained by the fact that Toni R iver catchment does not extend to the same higher 
elevations as the Tina R iver catchment.  
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In Guadalcanalb rainfall is directly related to altitudeb the higher the altitudeb then the higher the 
amount of rainfall. In additionb The Toni R iver catchment is much smaller than the Tina R iver 
catchment. During the dry season water quality surveyb according to laboratory resultsb the mouth of 
the river was less turbid than at other stations. During the rainy season water quality surveyb the river 
mouth appeared more turbid. This difference could be explained by the slower currents in the vicinity 
of the river mouthb where the water is also deeperb versus the stronger currents observed at the 
upstream sampling stations (Tinab Toni and Ngalimbiu). 

People residing next to the rivers extract water from small holes dug into the river gravels adjacent 
to the shoreb to obtain water that has been filtered through the sandb before drinking it. Water sampled 
from a hole dug into the gravel showed reduced turbidity (2.34NTU)b compared to water taken directly 
from an adjacent location in the river (14.6NTU). 

The increase in turbidity in the Ngalimbiu R iver is likely the result of both anthropogenic (high 
population with increasing water usageb and agricultural drainage in the coastal plain)b and natural 
causes (increase of primary productivity in the lower reach of the river due to the degradation of 
organic matter from the upper reachb “spiral effect”). 

The level of turbidity observed indicates good quality of water for aquatic life.  

 pH 

During the dry seasonb the water had a slightly basic pH (7.8 to 8.2) with no particular variation along 
the river. During the wet seasonb the water had a pH that ranged from 6.6 to 7.89. 

The observed pH levels indicate good water quality for aquatic life.  

 Conductivity 

During the dry seasonb conductivity readings on the upper Tina R iver were relatively low (136 µ S /cm 
to 155µ S /cm)b compared to isolated poolsb where readings were roughly double (271µ S /cm). 
Conductivity appeared to increase slightly in the Ngalimbiu R iver (173µ S /cm to 215 µ S /cm) for the 
same reasons that dry season turbidity was higher in this reach. 

At the mouth of the riverb conductivity readings (191µ S /cm to 242µ S /cm) were not significantly higher 
(319µ S /cm) than in the Ngalimbiu reachb even at the point where freshwater was pushing the ocean 
outwards. No salinity gradient was observed during the survey (i.e.b no brackish water estuary). 
During flood tidesb ocean waters can intrude upstream as a salt wedge beneath the freshwater for a 
distance of roughly 500m. 

During the rainy seasonb the river mouth shows a significant increase in conductivity (995.1µ S /cm) 
when compared to the upstream river reaches (155.2µ S /cm to 239.3µ S /cm). Total Dissolved S olids 
(TDS ) exhibited the same trend as conductivity.  

 Other parameters  

R egarding nutrients (nitrateb phosphate)b during both the rainy and dry seasonsb nutrient 
concentrations were found in low concentrations in the upper Tina R iverb and were slightly elevated 
in the Ngalimbiu reach. 
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Nutrients are more a concern for drinking water quality for humansb than for aquatic life.  

 Faecal Coliform Bacteria Levels 

During dry seasonb the level of faecal coliform contamination was low in the upper Ngalimbiu reach 
and in the Toni R iverb where few riparian settlements occur. Faecal coliform levels increased within 
the lower reachesb especially downstream of Ngalimbiu village. 

During the rainy seasonb the level of total coliform contamination was high in all sampled stations. 
Total coliform indicates the presence of coliform derived from both vegetativeb and human and animal 
sources. The presence of E scherichia C oli (E . C oli) bacteria indicates faecal contamination from 
human or animal origin. S ample results exceeded WHO standards butb surprisinglyb remained lower 
than during the dry season. These results were countercintuitiveb as it would have been expected 
thatb due to heavy rains and the volume of runoff from nearby villagesb higher levels of E . Coli would 
have occurred during the rainy season. 

 Water Temperature 

Water temperatures were obtained using a Hanna HI 9146 dissolved oxygen and temperature meter. 
R iver water temperatures increase in a downstream directly from higher elevation to lower elevation. 
At the river mouth water temperatures decreaseb somewhatb due to the moderating influence of the 
ocean. During the rainy seasonb water temperatures ranged from 24.5C  in the Tina R iver to 32.0C  
in the Ngalimbiu R iver.  

Anthropogenic processes have no influence on water temperatures in the sampled rivers. 

 Dissolved oxygen 

Dissolved Oxygen (DO) measurements were made using a Hanna HI 9146 dissolved oxygen and 
temperature meter. S ampling was conducted during the rainy seasonb at depths of 20cm and 40cmb 
to obtain a range of results. Along the Tinab Toni and Ngalimbiu riversb DO ranged from 6.00mg/L to 
7.24mg/Lb levels that are considered good aquatic life. At the mouth of riverb DO decrease to between 
5.71mg/L and 5.84mg/Lb indicating poorer conditions for aquatic life. According to ANZE CC b DO 
levels below 6mg/L result in conditions that are stressful for aquatic organisms. No DO 
measurements were obtained during the dry season.  

The source of DO is aquatic plants that expel oxygen into the water during photosynthesisb or from 
the atmosphere through turbulent mixing (entrainment) and diffusion. In the river systemb DO comes 
from entrainment and atmospheric diffusion rather than from aquatic plantsb since high water 
velocities and frequent flash flooding does not facilitate the establishment of aquatic plants. DO is 
affected negatively by the amount of soil and vegetation debris (organic matter) that enters the river 
systemb both of which consume oxygen through adsorption and decomposition. The presence of fast 
moving water over rapids and riffles positively affects the amount of oxygen that diffuses into water. 
Temperature also influences DOb with the higher the temperature the lower the oxygen content of 
the water. Warmb slow moving waterb as observed at the mouth of the riverb negatively influences 
oxygen content. 
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Erosion caused by human activitiesb such as agriculture or forest clearingb runoff that occurs during 
the rainy seasonb and natural landslide eventsb all contribute to reducing DO levels in the riverb 
thereby affecting aquatic life. Howeverb notwithstanding the negative effects on DOb floodwaters rich 
in organic material from the Tina R iver’s large catchment area are valuable for some aquatic species.   

 Dissolved Metal Concentrations at Ngalimbiu R iver Bridge (2006)  

Water quality at the Ngalimbiu R iver Bridge has been monitored by Golder Associates (August 2006b 
November 2006b March 2007 and S eptember 2007) as part of a water quality baseline survey. The 
Ngaliumbiu site was used as a reference site for the Matepono R iverb which is effected by mine 
activities. R esults were obtained from the Gold R idge Mine E nvironmental Audit report (Golder 
Associates 2008).  

The report focuses on metal concentrations in surface waterb and includes analyses for aluminiumb 
copperb arsenicb cadmiumb manganeseb nickelb lead and zinc. Concentrations of dissolved metals 
were below the ANZE CC  trigger thresholds for drinking water with the following exceptions: 
Aluminum (August 2006 and S eptember 2007)b Copper and Cadmium (August 2006)b Zinc 
(S eptember 2007). 

 Pesticides Associated with Oil Palm Cultivation 

Pesticidesb including Glyphosate C Tb Bastab 2c4cD Amineb Ally (Metsulfuron Methyl)b Kamba 500 
selective herbicide (present as the dimethlyamine salt)b and Gramoxone Tropical (Paraquat)b are 
most likely present in the Ngalimbiu R iverb since they are used by the oil palm industry in the area. 
S ince 2011b Paraquat is no longer used (New Britain Palm Oil Limitedb 2011) but is most likely still 
present in the sediments of the Ngalimbiu R iver.  

No water quality data were available for these parametersb and it is suspected that they have never 
been analysed in the Ngalimbiu R iver. National laboratories do not have the capabilities to analyse 
pesticides.  

 Water Quality S tudy L imitations  

The three main study limitations regarding water quality sampling are: 

 Limited capacity of the S olomon Islands Water Authority (S IWA) laboratory;  

 Lack of national laboratories with the capability to analyze heavy metals and pesticides; and 

 Sampling was undertaken as unique eventsb rather than as recurring events over a period of time. 

The quality of analyses by S IWA Laboratory could not be verifiedb since blank samples needed for 
quality controlb were lost by the laboratory.  
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The river system is highly variableb with sudden flash floods rapidly changing turbidityb dissolved 
oxygenb temperature and Total S uspended S olids (TS S ). With the exception of loggingb the Tina and 
Toni rivers are not affected by other anthropogenic disturbancesb (e.g.b no gold panningb no other 
major sources of TS S b no agriculture activitiesb etc.). Thereforeb heavy metal and pesticide pollution 
are not likely to affect the Tina R iver system. It isb howeverb likely that the Ngalimbiu R iverb 
downstream of the Tina R iverb is affected by pollution resulting from drainage of oil palm plantations 
that use fertilizers and pesticides. National laboratories do not have the capability to analyze these 
sources of pollution. To establish a benchmark for aquatic organisms and the aquatic environmentb 
it is recommended that a program of waterb sediment and fish tissue sampling for heavy metal and 
pesticide toxicity be implemented for the river systemb prior to construction of TR HDP (as presented 
in S ection 6). S amples could be sent to Brisbaneb Australia. 

 AMBIE NT NOIS E  L E VE LS  

 Ambient Noise – Baseline 

Ambient noise monitoring was not undertaken for the TR HDP. This is because the Project will be 
located in a rural setting in which ambient or background noise is consistent with a largely unc
mechanised society.  Night time noise levels for undeveloped rural settings typically range from 
30dBA to 40dBAb and 40dBA to 50dBA during day time hours. Occasional spikes up to 75dBA to 
80dBA may occur close to villages when chainsawsb petrol powered electrical generators or petrol 
powered water pumps are in use. 

 Noise E missions – Construction and Operation 

Impact Identification and R ating 

During project constructionb noise levels will increase considerably at the dam site and powerhouse 
site over a period of up to three years.  Howeverb as the dam site is approximately 2km from the 
nearest villageb only minimal impacts will accrue to local inhabitants as a result of dam construction. 
Noise disturbance from powerhouse construction will affect Habusi villageb which is located across 
the river and approximately 400m away from the site. 

Noise levels will also increase close to villages during the period that access road improvements are 
underway. This noise disturbance will be transientb extending over a matter of days or weeksb as the 
road construction progresses.  Transient noise levels will also increase within villages located along 
the access road as a result of truck / vehicle movementsb which are estimated at almost 10 transits 
per hour during the daytime construction period (7:00am to 5:00pm). Heavy truck movements will 
also generate vibrations that may affect any buildings located in close proximity to the road. 

Overallb noise impacts will be significant adjacent to the dam. Howeverb as there are no villages within 
2km of the dam siteb the effects on villages will be lowcmoderate. Noise impacts from access road 
construction and operationb and powerhouse construction will be moderate during the daytime 
construction periodb and low during nighttime. 

During project operationb noise disturbance will be minimal and primarily related to occasional vehicle 
movements to/from the dam and/or powerhouse. 
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Typical noise levels associated with machinery used to construct a hydropower project are included 
in Table 5c10. 

Typical levels of noise disturbance are shown in F igures 5c13 and 5c14. 

Table 5c10 E quipment Noise E mission Levels 

Equipment Description Impact Device?  Actual Average dBA Measured Lmax 
@  50 feet  or S pec (where actual 

not available) 

All Other E quipment > 5 HP No 85 (spec) 

Auger Drill R ig No 84 

Backhoe No 78 

Bar Bender No 80 (spec) 

Blasting Y es 94 (spec) 

Boring J ack Power Unit No 83 

Chain S aw No 84 

C lam S hovel (dropping) Y es 87 

Compactor (ground) No 83 

Compressor (air) No 78 

Concrete Batch Plant No 83 (spec) 

Concrete Mixer Truck No 79 

Concrete Pump Truck No 81 

Concrete S aw No 90 

Crane No 81 

Dozer No 82 

Drill R ig Truck No 79 

Drum Mixer No 80 

Dump Truck No 76 

Excavator No 81 

F lat Bed Truck No 74 

Front E nd Loader No 79 

Generator No 81 

Generator (<25KVAb VMS  S igns) No 73 

Gradall No 83 

Grader No 85 (spec) 
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Equipment Description Impact Device?  Actual Average dBA Measured Lmax 
@  50 feet  or S pec (where actual 

not available) 

Grapple (on backhoe) No 87 

Horizontal Boring Hydraulic J ack No 82 

Hydra Break R am Y es 90 (spec) 

Impact Pile Driver Y es 101 

J ackhammer Y es 89 

Man Lift No 75 

Mounted Impact Hammer (hoe ram) Y es 90 

Pavement S carifier No 90 

Paver No 77 

Pickup Truck No 75 

Pneumatic Tools No 85 

Pumps No 81 

R efrigerator Unit No 73 

R ivit Buster/C hipping Gun Y es 79 

R ock Drill No 81 

R oller No 80 

Sand Blasting (single nozzle) No 96 

Scraper No 84 

Sheers (on backhoe) No 96 

S lurry Plant No 78 

S lurry Trenching Machine No 80 

Soil Mix Drill R ig No 80 (spec) 

Tractor No 84 (spec) 

Vacuum E xcavator (VaccTruck) No 85 

Vacuum S treet S weeper No 82 

Ventilation F an No 79 

Vibrating Hopper No 87 

Vibratory Concrete Mixer No 80 

Vibratory Pile Driver No 101 

Warning Horn No 83 

Welder/Torch No 74 
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S ource: US  F ederal Highway Authority c Construction Noise Handbook  

(https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/noise/construction_ noise/handbook/handbook09.cfm) 

For each generic type of equipment listed in Table 5c10b the following information is provided: 

 an indication as to whether or not the equipment is an impact device; 

 the acoustical usage factor to assume for modelling purposes; 

 the measured "Actual" emission levelb or the specification "S pec" limit for each piece of 
equipment (where actual not available) expressed as an Lmax level in dBA at 50 feet 

 Data obtained from a number of construction projects over the period beginning in the 
1970s through 2006  

S ound intensity decreases by the inverse square of the distance. 

F igure 5c13 Variation of sound level intensity and the decible level with distance from the source of sound 
(decibel level of 80 dB at 200 m) 

 

S ource: http://www.schoolphysics.co.uk/age16c
19/S ound/text/S ound_ levels_ and_ distance/index.html 
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F igure 5c14 Noise disturbance levels 

 

S ource: S ound Advice. http://www.soundadvice.info/thewholestory/san1.htm 

 

Mitigation Measures  

Noise emissions and vibration effects will be mitigated through best practiceb including: 

 R estricting construction in areas close to villages (access road and transmission linesb 
powerhouse) to the period 7:00am to 5:00pm; 

 R estricting blasting at the dam site or other locations that require blasting to the period 
7:00am to 5:00pm; 

 R estricting movement of heavy vehicles through villages to the period 7:00am to 5:00pm; 

 R equiring that all mobile and stationary equipment be equipped with fully functioning noise 
mufflers and baffles.    

R esidual effects and their s ignificance 

By implementing best practices to control noise emissionsb including restricting construction work 
adjacent to villages to daytime hoursb noise impacts will be moderate during daytime hoursb and low 
during night time hours andb thereforeb are considered to be not significant. 
http://www.soundadvice.info/thewholestory/san1.htm 
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 BAS E LINE  BIOLOGIC AL  E NVIRONME NT c 
TE RRE S TRIAL  

 INTR ODUCTION 

This section presents baseline information on the fauna and flora found within the study area.  

According to UNE S CO (2013)b no other areas of comparable size support more unique bird species 
than the Solomon Archipelago. S olomon Islands has about 4500 species of plants and is recognized 
as being rich in plant diversityb and endemism (ME CMb 2008). S olomon Islands supports breeding 
populations of 47 endemic bird species. The country has 4 E ndemic Bird Areas (E BAs)b one of which 
is located on Guadalcanal. An EBA is an area of less than 50b000km2 that encompasses breeding 
range for two or more restrictedcrange land birds (Bird Life Internationalb 2013). 

Solomon Islands and Guadalcanal are rich in biodiversity and endemicityb not only for birdsb 
amphibiansb reptiles and mammalsb but also invertebrates. The degree of variation in bird species 
between islands is very marked. Guadalcanal is home to many small mammals mostly batsb rats and 
possumsb some of which are rare (ME CMb 2008). As it is the case with other islands that make up 
Solomon Islandsb Guadalcanal’s interior mountain species have been poorly studiedb and much more 
scientific information is needed (ME CMb 2008; McCoyb 2008). The mountains of Guadalcanal reach 
elevations up to 2b310 metersb and are uninhabited by humans.  They provide pristine wildlife 
habitats.  

 ME THODOLOGY  

F ield surveys to inventory fauna were undertaken by E dgar Pollardb an expert on fauna of the 
Solomon Islands. F ield surveys to inventory flora were carried out by Myknee S irikolob an expert on 
the flora of S olomon Islands. E ric Deneutb biologist and assistant team leaderb provided additional 
observations and discussion concerning terrestrial fauna. F ield visits and sampling were carried out 
from 5 to 17 August 2013. A total of 24 flora stations and 22 fauna stations were studied for the 
purpose of characterizing the environmental baseline. 

Sampling locations were selected to reflect potentially projectcaffected areas. Prior to conducting the 
field visitsb the location of fauna and flora stations was presented to the TR HDP PO and fauna and 
flora expertsb for discussion and approval. To enable experts to precisely locate each station and to 
facilitate the process of data gathering in the fieldb special field maps were prepared using BaseC amp 
(Garmin). These maps were then printed on waterproof sheets. An example of one of these field 
maps is included in Annex 9 of the Annex R eport. Maps used in recording aquatic environment data 
show the exact location of each sampling station. Three categories of sampling area were selected:  

 Upper S tream sampling area c a typical upper stream area within undisturbed lowland forest 
(primary forest).  

 Middle Tina R iver sampling area c a large area that represents the main location of potential 
impact generating activities (e.g.b access roadb powerhouseb tunnelb and dam). 
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 Transmission line sampling area c these stations represent the future location of the transmission 
line. All sampling stations were located along the road that connecting to Tina R iver village (Black 
Post R oad). This will be the access road used by trucks and machinery to connect to the 
construction site. 

 TE R R E S TR IAL  F LOR A  

 S urvey Locations and Methodology 

The upper catchment of the Tina R iver provides important terrestrial habitatb consisting of areas of 
Montane forest spread across the high peaks of Guadalcanal (see F igure 6c1). The ES IA team 
accessed this upper catchment to sample flora and faunab using a helicopter. Howeverb due to issues 
of limited access and availability of scientific datab many questions remain regarding the flora and 
fauna assemblages in the upper catchment’s montane forest. Notwithstandingb the ecosystem of this 
area will not be directly affected by the Project. 

Fauna and flora surveys were carried out at specific survey sites across the project area of influence 
as shown in F igure 6c1b and further described in Appendix A. F lora species at each station were 
identified within circular plots having a radius of 10m to 20m from their centre point (see Annex 8 in 
the Annex R eport for a list of identified plant species). In some casesb the radius was increased to 
reflect the need to sample the diversity of plant species. Although the flora survey was undertaken 
at one specific timeb timing of the surveys is irrelevant since species were identified regardless as to 
whether they were flowering at the time of the surveyb or not. S urvey results also confirmed the 
presence of plants and wildlife that were identified from previous studies.  

To ensure that no major rare or protected plant communities will be affected as a result of 
construction activitiesb a ground level reconnaissance survey will be done at the time the final road 
and transmission line alignments are identifiedb with the purpose of identifying potential threatened 
or vulnerable plant species that would need to be avoided. This reconnaissance survey would serve 
as the baseline for monitoring the construction of the access road to ensure that no threatened or 
vulnerable flora is destroyed. 

A constraint for undertaking the flora survey was the lack of sitecspecific information on the Project 
area.  

 F lora S urvey Results  

From the flora surveyb the floral expert identified a total of 159 plant species. Among the species 
identifiedb 5 are listed as vulnerableb and 19 are listed as threatened. A total of 66 species of treesb 
fern trees and palm trees were identified. They are classified in the “tree stratum”. Many species are 
regrowth and secondary trees species and areb thereforeb good indicators of past disturbancesb 
whether from natural events (e.g.b cyclones; landslides) or anthropogenic activities (e.g.b timber 
harvest). At least 23 identified tree species are of commercial timber value. A total of 36 shrubs and 
vinesb and a total of 57 herbaceous plants were identified. 
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The ES IA flora baseline survey was supplemented by information obtained from the Feasibility S tudy 
rapid flora assessmentb which had identified 23 additional species of plantsb including: 2 treesb 3 
palmsb 4 shrubs (including bamboo) and 14 orchids (herbaceous plants). Many plants are used by 
local communities as medicinal plantsb as a source of building materialsb and for food.  

Disturbed areas such as Black Post roadb and the proposed access road and transmission line 
corridorb are colonized by invasive plant species. The level of disturbance increases from upstream 
to the downstream in the catchment. Disturbance is the result of human activityb mainly logging and 
human settlements (gardenb housesb etc.)  

  


